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Summaries
The imperative to tax ultra-processed food if political parties are 
serious about improving mental health in future generations
Julia J Rucklidge, Roger T Mulder

There is now robust research highlighting the strong association between consumption of ultra-processed 
products (UPF) and poor mental health. The data are most concerning in pregnancy. The more UPF the 
mother eats and/or the less whole foods she eats, the greater the risk of her child developing mental 
health problems. Successive governments are silent on the dangers of UPF food on mental health. With 
rising numbers of people struggling with mental health problems alongside the crippling costs to health, 
we need forward and transformative initiatives to tackle this problem.Taxing UPFs would be one avenue 
to adjust the fiscal levers to sway more people to make healthier food choices.

Goals of care in the Wellington Emergency Department: a clinical audit
Jesse Cain, Brad Peckler, Sinéad Donnelly

New Zealand has an ageing population where many older persons present to the emergency department. 
There are many treatment options, from curative to comfort-based care. Goals of care discussions explore 
treatment options with patients to formulate an appropriate care plan if they are to deteriorate. These 
discussions reduce aggressive treatment, hospitalisation and cost to the healthcare system. We aim to 
determine how often goals of care are being discussed in the emergency department for older persons.

Head and neck continued: a retrospective analysis of neck dissections 
from a New Zealand oral and maxillofacial surgery unit
Ellen OY Simpson, Alastair Luo, Jamie Mckenzie, Monish M Maharaj, Thasvir Singh

The Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery (OMS) Unit at Waikato Hospital is one of the only OMS units in New 
Zealand to ablate oral cavity malignancies and reconstruct the defect with vascularised free flaps. This 
study’s aim was to retrospectively analyse the demographics, nodal yields and metastatic rates, and 
complications of patients that underwent a neck dissection within the OMS unit. The paper concluded 
that the OMS unit recommends omission of neck dissection levels IIb and IV in cN0 cases if deemed 
oncologically safe to do so.

Cascade of care and rapid treatment pathway at Auckland City Hospital 
for patients with a new diagnosis of HIV infection, 2015–2019
Annabelle Donaldson, Michele Lowe, Simon Briggs

Early initiation of antiretroviral therapy for people living with HIV has been shown to reduce 
transmission of HIV and improve health outcomes for people living with HIV.  For people with newly 
diagnosed HIV referred to Auckland City hospital between 2015 and 2019, 197/200 (98.5%) were initiated 
on HIV treatment and of these 99% (195/197) had confirmed suppression of their virus.  Policy changes 
in 2017 enabled a rapid treatment pathway to be established and this has led to a significant shortening 
of time from diagnosis to starting treatment. It is important that there is increased testing for HIV in New 
Zealand as there is effective treatment that keeps people well and prevents HIV transmission.
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Exploring health professionals’ viewpoint of provision of 
nutrition advice for women with endometrial cancer
Linda Williams, Claire Henry, Bryony Simcock, Sara Filoche

Of the 20 most common cancers, endometrial cancer has the strongest association with high weight. 
Individuals who survive endometrial cancer are at high risk of experiencing morbidity and mortality 
from cardiovascular disease due to shared risk factors. This study explored access to nutrition advice as 
part of survivorship care through interviews with health professionals. How to navigate conversations 
about high weight, access to limited resourcing and health professionals feeling powerless to overcome 
system influences were all identified as barriers. A supportive enviroment and community approach 
were identified as facilitating delivery and uptake of nutrition advice.

A glimpse into the incidence and mortality of aortic dissection in Aotearoa New Zealand
Eric TA Lim, Adib Khanafer

Aortic dissection is a lethal medical diagnosis resulting in a tear in the main blood vessel coming out 
from the heart, known as the aorta. Currently published studies worldwide are showing that there is 
a trend towards a global rise in the incidence of aortic dissection. Unfortunately, there is no nationally 
available study performed here in Aotearoa New Zealand. Our study is the first to nationally map out 
the incidence and deaths from aortic dissection. Our results are concordant and show a similar rise in 
the incidence of aortic dissection and a gradual decline in death rates from aortic dissection in Aotearoa 
New Zealand.

Connectivity for point-of-care testing results: a call for change. A New Zealand 
national point-of-care testing advisory group (NZ POCT AG) position statement
Samarina MA Musaad, Vanessa Buchan, Geoff Herd, on behalf of the NZ POCT AG

Every New Zealander has the right to a good standard of healthcare, and has the right, if chosen, to 
have their results available to their healthcare providers. If this right is given to some and not others, 
this creates an unfair health service. Point-of-care tests are tests done outside of the laboratory near the 
patient, for example, RAT tests for COVID-19 done at a pharmacy, or urine pregnancy tests done at home. 
Connecting point-of-care test results means that the results automatically get transferred electronically 
to the patient’s medical record. If the result of a point-of-care test does not get electronically transferred 
to the patient’s medical record it means that the healthcare provider may not know the test was done, 
the healthcare provider will not be able to see the result and if the result is recorded incorrectly, 
the healthcare provider will have a wrong result for their patient. All these situations mean that the 
healthcare provider may not have the correct information to make correct decisions, and so the patient 
or whānau may not get the best possible healthcare. This article is written to remind decision makers of 
the avoidable risks to the patient when point-of-care testing results are not electronically transferred, 
and that electronically transferring these results is no less important than transferring results from a 
laboratory.

Continued mitigation needed to minimise the high health 
burden from COVID-19 in Aotearoa New Zealand
Michael G Baker, Amanda Kvalsvig, Michael J Plank, Jemma L Geoghegan, Teresa 
Wall, Collin Tukuitonga, Jennifer Summers, Julie Bennett, John Kerr, Nikki Turner, Sally 
Roberts, Kelvin Ward, Bryan Betty, Q Sue Huang, Nigel French, Nick Wilson

The next phase of the COVID-19 pandemic response should integrate control of this disease into a 
comprehensive respiratory infectious disease mitigation strategy that also covers influenza and other 
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serious respiratory infections. This combined approach would increase the effectiveness and efficiency 
of the response. This is the view of 16 leading New Zealand scientists and doctors who have worked 
actively on the pandemic response. They have written the most comprehensive summary of the pandemic 
published so far, covering the first three and half years. They note that the pandemic has not gone 
away and remains an important cause of illness, hospitalisation, long Covid and death (it is currently 
New Zealand’s number one infectious disease killer ahead of influenza), so needs a continuing, strong, 
evidence-based response. The authors conclude that New Zealand delivered amongst the best pandemic 
responses in the world, keeping cumulative excess deaths close to zero, and saving an estimated 20,000 
lives compared with the mortality rate seen in countries like the United States. Remarkably, it did this 
using restrictions that were amongst the lowest used by high-income countries (the average stringency 
of control measures in New Zealand was less than in Sweden, for example). They hope that future 
Governments will build on this world-leading response which offers a high degree of health protection 
for severe future pandemics.

Watch that bite: syncope versus seizure
Tony Zhang

This case portrays an exaggerated example of a relatively common clinical sign. A patient with repeated 
episodes of unexplained “blackouts” was referred for a second opinion on the aetiology. The major 
clinical clue on examination was the presence of lateral tongue biting, which is highly specific for “ruling 
in” seizures. The striking feature demonstrated in the image was the presence of accessory tongue tissue 
as a result of repeated tongue biting over the last few months.

A review of 19 years of anaphylaxis cross-reactivity data to muscle relaxants in New Zealand
Zyllan P Spilsbury, Han Truong

We report the rates of anaphylaxis cross-reactivity of neuromuscular blocking agents (NMBA) for 
patients who have undergone skin testing after a confirmed allergic event in clinical practice. In cases of 
NMBA anaphylaxis, the index NMBA alone cannot be used to predict alternative NMBAs for safe future 
use and referral to a specialist anaesthetic allergy centre remains advised.
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editorial 9

The imperative to tax ultra-processed 
food if political parties are serious 
about improving mental health in 
future generations
Julia J Rucklidge, Roger T Mulder

There are good health reasons for making  
fruits and vegetables more affordable 
through removing GST. Fruit and vegetables 

are central to diets identified as being essential 
for optimising brain health, including protection  
from developing depression and anxiety as 
well as reducing the incidence of behavioural  
problems in children.1 However, the focus on mak-
ing fruit and vegetables more affordable over-
shadows a potentially more important contributor  
to poor mental health: excess consumption of 
ultra-processed foods (UPFs). UPFs are foods 
that are chemically processed, shelf stable,  
contain cosmetic additives as well as added  
sugars and salt, and consistently account for more 
than 50% of daily dietary energy.2 Consumption 
of these foods not only leads to excessive sugar  
consumption, but also results in nutritional  
displacement from freshly prepared, minimally 
processed foods, while impeding the ingestion 
of nutrients identified as essential for optimising 
brain health, such as vitamins, minerals, omega-3 
fatty acids and amino acids.1

Global research has consistently reported that 
UPFs lead to both poorer physical and mental 
health outcomes.1 Of greatest concern is research 
showing that UPFs are contributing 45%, 42% and  
51% of energy intakes to diets of infants and  
children at 12, 24 and 60 months in New Zealand.3  
Meanwhile, 2022 figures from Manatū Hauora – 
Ministry of Health show that only 4.3% of boys and 
7.2% of girls (2–14 years) eat the recommended  
servings of vegetables and fruit each day. At the 
same time, we see a doubling of children being 
diagnosed with psychiatric problems over a 
decade. From 2012 to 2022, the number of children  
2–14 years diagnosed with an emotional or 
behavioural problem rose from 4.4% to 8.6% in 
boys and 2.1% to 3.8% in girls. These percentages 
represent an increase from 26,000 children in 
2012 to 53,000 children in 2022.

Given the impact of the early years of life on 
long-term health outcomes, the studies associating  
poor quality diet during pregnancy with poorer 
mental health outcomes in offspring are of  
particular concern. The Growing Up in New  
Zealand cohort revealed that only 3% of pregnant 
women in New Zealand fully adhere to the Manatū 
Hauora – Ministry of Health’s food and nutrition 
guidelines in pregnancy, with 25% consuming 
the recommended daily number of servings of  
vegetables and fruit (≥6).4 Maternal low adherence  
to a “healthy dietary pattern” in the third trimester  
is significantly associated with children’s  
depression and anxiety symptom trajectories 
from 3 to 8 years (OR=1.87; 95% CI=1.40–2.51).5 
High consumption of a “Western diet” during 
pregnancy is associated with higher trajectories 
of hyperactivity and inattention from 3 to 8 years 
in offspring (OR=1.67; 95% CI=1.13–2.47).6 Every 
additional serving of sugar-sweetened beverages  
(including diet sodas) consumed per day in  
pregnancy is associated with an average lowering  
of child IQ between 1.2–1.7 points in mid- 
childhood (3–7 years).7 

Changing the diets of women during pregnancy, 
especially reducing consumption of UPFs, will have 
a substantial positive effect on the mental health 
of the next generation. At the time of writing, the 
only election promise that is aimed at improving 
long-term health for offspring is increasing paid  
parental leave, acknowledging that parental  
presence in early life is a significant contributor to 
better outcomes for children.8 However, pregnancy 
is a more cost-effective time for a government to 
allocate its resources9 and it is surprising that it has 
never been addressed. Nutritional inequity during 
pregnancy puts offspring at a neurological disad-
vantage from conception. Overseas initiatives have 
shown that ensuring mothers receive adequate 
nutrition during pregnancy, especially fish, leads 
to better mental health outcomes for her offspring. 
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As one example, the Special Supplemental 
Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and 
Children (WIC) programmes in the USA provide 
state funding for supplemental food, healthcare  
referrals and nutritional education for low-income 
pregnant, breastfeeding and non-breastfeeding  
postpartum women for infants up to 5 years  
identified as nutritionally at risk. Children whose 
mothers participate in WIC while pregnant score 
higher on assessments of mental development  
and cognition at age 2 and later performed  
better on reading assessments while in school, had 
a lower incidence of ADHD and other common  
childhood mental health conditions, and had 
lower incidence of grade repetition compared 
to non-participating WIC siblings.10 Providing 
some type of food subsidy during pregnancy, 
as well as education on what to eat, has the  
potential to offer greater returns than policies that 
focus on post-pregnancy only. Ka Ora, Ka Ako | 
Healthy School Lunches Programme represents a  
comparable type of strategy by introducing 
healthy lunches in low-decile schools; however, 
healthy food during pregnancy would have an 
even greater long-term effect on the health of 
our tamariki by reducing risk of mental health  
problems in the first place.

How do we fund such subsidies? Given the 
research is clear that UPFs are contributing to 
poor health outcomes, the true cost of food needs 
to be shared at the cash register. Taxpayers are  
compensating for the negative health consequences 
of cheap food through escalating health costs. 
When heavy taxes were introduced on cigarettes, 
along with smokefree environments and targeted  
education on health implications of smoking, 
consumption went down. Governments are well 
placed to consider implementing similar taxation 
strategies and marketing campaigns for UPFs, with 
evidence suggesting a minimum of 20% tax on  
sugar-sweetened beverages to have the greatest 
health impact.11 Indeed, when other countries 
have implemented “junk food taxes” or “sugar 

taxes” there has been a decrease in consumption 
of those foods,12 with greater effects observed for 
lower socio-economic status families.13 Implemen-
tation of restrictions on outdoor UPF advertising 
led to 6.7% reduction in purchases of products 
high in energy, sugar and fat in the UK.14

If our politicians really want to get serious about 
the mental health crisis, they need to address our 
toxic food environment as a substantial contributor  
to poor wellbeing and adjust the fiscal levers to 
lower the cost of healthy foods relative to UPFs. 
Indeed, compared to other predictors of poor  
mental health in adolescents (like screen time,  
physical activity and bullying), poor eating (defined 
by skipping breakfast, eating less than five portions  
of fruit and vegetables a day, often eating take-
aways) has been identified as a larger contributor 
to poor adolescent mental health.15 Remarkably, 
there is no government-funded mental health 
information site that stresses the role of nutrition 
as providing the foundations for mental health. 

What else could be done? Mandatory reporting  
of sales of UPFs in supermarkets as a proportion  
of all sales. Address direct UPF marketing to  
children, front of package warning labels and 
limit unhealthy food outlets in low socio-economic  
status neighbourhoods. There is now ample local 
research highlighting that young people living 
in health-constraining environments in New  
Zealand (e.g., more fast-food outlets) are more 
likely to experience poorer emotional and mental 
health.16 Improving the food environment enables 
people to make healthier choices more easily and 
is vital for tackling the mental health crisis.

Successive governments have been silent about 
the role of our toxic food environment in our  
deteriorating mental health. A well-nourished 
brain leads to improved resilience.1 Having 
a nourishing food environment is central to 
improving our wellbeing and that of the next  
generation’s. All citizens should have equitable 
access to those factors that positively impact on 
good health across the lifespan.
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Goals of care in the Wellington 
Emergency Department: a clinical audit
Jesse Cain, Brad Peckler, Sinéad Donnelly

abstract
aims: To determine how often goals of care (GOC) are being discussed with older patients in the emergency department (ED). 
methods: This clinical audit included 300 presentations of patients aged 80 years and over in the Wellington ED. The timeframe was 
from 1 July to 17 July 2021. Electronic records were interrogated for GOC discussions.
results: Most older patients (62%) did not have a GOC discussion in the ED. Of patients over the age of 80 who had a GOC discussion 
in the emergency department, only 14% of those discussions were initiated by ED clinicians.
conclusions: There are no current standards for GOC within the ED and this should be established for further research. Protocols and 
education regarding facilitating GOC discussions in the ED could be established to improve the frequency of GOC discussions.

New Zealand has an ageing population, 
where older people are living longer with 
more medical comorbidities.1,2 Many older 

people present to the emergency department 
(ED) and these presentations can be a sign of 
deterioration in overall health.3 

In older persons, curative or otherwise 
aggressive treatment may not be appropriate as 
it can significantly reduce quality of life.4 Recent 
evidence shows that most older people near end 
of life do not want life-prolonging measures.5 
Despite this, patients nearing death can receive 
more aggressive treatment in the ED.6 Decision 
making regarding the appropriate treatment 
options for older people can be informed by 
shared goals of care (GOC) discussions. 

Shared GOC discussions are where clinicians 
and patients discuss their health, treatment 
options and patient values. Together, clinicians 
and patients establish an agreed treatment 
plan for the current presentation and explore 
treatment options if they are to deteriorate.7 
The overall aim of this discussion is to ensure 
the treatment received is medically, ethically 
and personally appropriate for the individual. 
Shared GOC discussions improve patient satis-
faction, and result in reduced hospitalisation, 
aggressive interventions and cost to the health 
system.8 

Evidence regarding GOC in the ED is limited, 
and further research is needed in this area.9 How-
ever, GOC discussions could have an important 
role in the ED. Boarding and access block is a well- 
documented problem, thus, patients can spend 
prolonged periods in the ED, including in waiting 

rooms, corridors and in ramped ambulances.10 
Older patients can deteriorate at any time in the 
busy department and a GOC discussion could  
prevent the responding team providing inappro-
priate care that could cause harm.

Standards
In New Zealand, the Health Quality & Safety 

Commission publishes the Shared Goals of Care 
Form to aid GOC discussions. This has been used 
for several years at Wellington Hospital. This  
document has treatment goals A, B, C and D (view 
Appendix) to guide management. GOC A and B 
aim to prolong life through curative or restorative 
treatment. These patients would receive consid-
eration of intensive care and medical emergency 
team (MET) calls. However, patients with GOC A 
would receive cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
whereas those in GOC B would not. GOC C aims 
to improve quality of life by managing symptoms. 
In these patients, CPR and intensive care are not 
appropriate; however, they would still be for MET 
calls. The GOC D treatment goal is comfort while 
dying where CPR, ICU treatment and MET calls 
are no longer appropriate.

At Te Whatu Ora Capital and Coast, the shared 
GOC policy states that all patients (excluding 
maternity and paediatric patients) must have GOC 
documented within 24 hours of admission. These 
are only valid for a single admission and require 
re-discussion and documentation on subsequent 
admissions. GOC can change throughout admis-
sion depending on the patient condition, and the 
adjustments need to be documented accordingly. 
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This policy does not provide specific guidance to 
the ED setting and there are no clear standards for 
how often GOC should be discussed within the ED.

This clinical audit determines how often we 
are discussing GOC with older people in the 
Wellington ED. 

Methods 
Data were collected retrospectively and 

included all presentations of patients over 80 
years of age to the Wellington ED. There were no 
exclusion criteria. We did not exclude patients 
who re-presented within the same time frame or 
self-discharged as the aim is to assess whether 
GOC were being discussed at each presentation. 

Te Whatu Ora Capital and Coast uses two 
electronic health records, Medical App Portal 
(MAP) for most secondary and tertiary services 
within the region, and Emergency Department 
Information System (EDIS) for use within the 
ED, which automatically uploads notes to MAP 
once finalised. 

The dataset included the first 300 presentations 
of all eligible patients from July 1 2021. The time 
frame of these presentations was between 1 July 
and 17 July. National Health Index numbers (NHIs) 
for these presentations were retrieved from 
EDIS. Records on MAP were then interrogated for  
eligible patients to assess documentation of GOC 
discussions for their current presentation. Key 
words such as “GOC”, “goals of care”, “NFR” or 
“CPR” were searched, as well as a manual search 
through the emergency and admitting service 
electronic notes for a GOC discussion. During the 
manual search we also identified other phrases 
that indicated a GOC discussion had taken place 
such as palliation/palliative cares, comfort-based 
cares and non-invasive or aggressive treatment. 

We collected data regarding ethnicity, gender,  
agreed GOC treatment option, which service  
discussed GOC, residential care status, level 
of function (independence with walking and  
personal cares), if time was spent time in the  
corridor and the outcome of the presentation 
(admission, mortality within 18 months). 

We also recorded if patients had more than one 
major comorbidity, which we defined as: ischemic 
heart disease (previous myocardial infarction or 
angina), atrial fibrillation, significant valvular 
disease, heart failure, cerebrovascular disease (pre-
vious transient ischemic accident or stroke), periph-
eral vascular disease, diabetes, renal failure, chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease and active cancer.

If information regarding past medical or  
functional history was not available for the  
current admission, information was gathered 
from other electronic notes including recent clinic 
letters, admissions or from the patient’s online 
primary care profile.

Results
Demographics

Three hundred presentations of patients over 
80 years of age to the Wellington ED were included. 
The time frame was between 1 July to 17 July 2021. 
Fifty-seven percent of the patients were female 
and 43% were male. The majority of the patients 
had more than one major comorbidity at 87%, 
over half were not independent with mobility or 
personal cares at 53%, and a smaller proportion 
were from a rest home at 11%. The majority of the 
patients presenting were admitted at 64% and of 
those admitted most were admitted to a medical 
specialty at 80%. Almost half (48%) of the patients 
spent time in the corridor (Table 1).

The majority of these patients were New Zealand 
European at 83%, whereas Māori made up a small 
proportion at 2%. A smaller proportion were Asian 
and Pasifika at 7% and 8% respectively (Table 2).

Goals of care discussions
Of the audited sample of 300 patients over the 

age of 80, 115 (38%) had GOC discussed and 185 
(62%) did not have goals discussed (Figure 1).

Of those discussed, 16 (14%) were discussed by 
emergency doctors and 99 (86%) were discussed 
by the referred service. 

A higher proportion of those who had GOC dis-
cussed were admitted (93%) compared those who 
did not (46%). Those with GOC discussed also had 
higher percentages of comorbidities, dependence 
with personal cares and died within 18 months 
compared to those who did not.

Ethnicity
Less than half of patients had GOC discussed in 

each ethnic group except for Māori, of whom 67% 
had GOC discussed. Pasifika and Asian had the low-
est percentage discussed and were similar at 28% 
and 25% respectively. For New Zealand European, 
the percentage was higher than Pasifika and Asian 
at 40% (Figure 1).

Comparison of different levels of care 
A high proportion of patients were admitted 

in those who had GOC assigned as A, B and C at 
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100%, 89% and 100% respectively. However, only 
50% of those with GOC D were admitted.

Those with GOC A had fewer comorbidities at 
29% compared to those at other levels of care. Those 
with GOC B and D had greater proportions of comor-
bidities at 96% and 100% respectively. Those with 
GOC C had a more moderate proportion at 61%.

No patients with GOC A were dependent 
with personal cares. Those at GOC B, C and D 
had increasingly higher proportions of people  
dependent with personal cares at 28%, 66% and 
83% respectively.

One hundred percent of patients with GOC D 
died within 18 months, whereas patients with 
GOC C and B had lower mortality rates at 44% and 
42% respectively. Patients with GOC A had a much 

lower mortality rate at 29%.
Of patients who had GOC discussed, half had 

GOC B and 38% had GOC C. A small proportion 
were GOC A at 6% and 5% were GOC D. 

Four percent of patients had a GOC discussion 
documented but did not have a level of care 
assigned. Similar to the patients with GOC D, this 
group had a greater proportion of comorbidities at 
86% and death within 18 months at 86%. Fifty-seven 
percent of these patients were admitted. (Table 3.)

Patients who re-presented
Six patients re-presented between 1 July and 17 

July 2021. Five of these patients presented twice 
and one presented three times. Three patients 
who re-presented did not have GOC discussed at 

Table 1: Demographics of older persons aged 80 years and over presenting to the emergency department.

Demographics of presentations

Gender
129 (43%) males 

171 (57%) females 

Comorbid 260 (87%) 

Rest home 33 (11%)

Dependent 160 (53%) 

Outcome

191 (64%) admitted to a speciality 

152 (51%) admitted to medical specialities 

38 (13%) admitted to surgical specialities 

10 (34%) discharged 

7 (2%) self-discharged 

Corridor 145 (48%)

Died within 18 months 52 (16%) 

Table 2: Percentage of older persons aged 80 years and over presenting to the emergency department by ethnicity.

Presentations by ethnicity

New Zealand European 249 (83%)

Asian 20 (7%)

Pasifika 25 (8%)

Māori  6 (2%) 
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Figure 1: Percentage of older persons aged 80 years and above who had goals of care discussed in the emergency 
department by ethnicity.

Table 3: Percentage of older persons aged 80 years and above who had goals of care discussed and not discussed by 
demographics and by level of care.

Comparison of patients with and without goals of care discussions

Goals of care discussed 
Goals of care not 
discussed

GOC A 

7 (6%)

GOC B 

57 (50%)

GOC C

38 (33%)

GOC D

 6 (5%)

No level 

7 (4%)

Total

115 (38%)
185 (62%)

Comorbid 2 (29%) 55 (96%) 23 (61%) 6 (100%) 6 (86%) 109 (95%) 151 (82%) 

Dependent 
with personal 
cares

0% 16 (28%) 25 (66%) 5 (83%) 4 (57%) 49 (43%) 49 (26%) 

Admit 100% 54 (95%) 38 (100%) 3 (50%) 4 (57%) 107 (93%) 85(46%)

Died within 18 
months

2 (29%) 24 (42%) 17 (45%) 6 (100%) 6 (86%) 65 (56%) 36(19%)
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any encounter and three did. Of those who had 
GOC discussed, two had GOC discussed on the first 
encounter and one had GOC discussed on their 
third encounter. These discussions were carried 
out by the admitting services.

Discussion
This clinical audit included 300 presentations 

of patients over 80 years old to the Wellington ED. 
The time frame was between 1 July and 17 July 
2021. GOC were discussed in less than half (38%) 
of these presentations. Two other recent studies 
showed similar results. However, these studies 
involved patients with serious illness and those 
being transferred to a different facility.11,12

Most patients did not have GOC discussions initi-
ated by emergency services but by medical services. 
This may be driven by the well-established shared 
GOC protocol and awareness around GOC within 
the medical specialties. Emergency physicians may 
be less inclined to initiate GOC before referral due 
to the busy environment of the ED and due to an 
expectation that the admitting team should discuss 
the GOC during the admission process.13 

Most patients with GOC discussed were admitted. 
Patients who had GOC discussed had more comor-
bidities, greater dependence for personal cares 
and higher rates of death within 18 months. Most 
of these patients were also made GOC B or below, 
where cardiac resuscitation and intensive care is 
not indicated. This may be due to doctors being 
more inclined to discuss GOC in patients they iden-
tify as medically frail and who may deteriorate 
through an admission. Patients made GOC B or 
below are likely to be in advanced stages of illness 
or nearing end of life. The possibility of them passing 
away sooner is likely to be higher, irrespective of if 
they get invasive or comfort treatments. 

Half of those with GOC D were discharged. 
These patients may be more likely to have a 
known terminal illness where the option of pal-
liation through hospice or a care facility may be 
available and more appropriate than admission. 

Ethnicity 
There were fewer presentations of Māori over 

the age of 80 to the ED, at 2% compared to New 
Zealand European at 83%. This could be due 
Māori having a lower life expectancy compared 
to non-Māori and therefore having a younger  
population with proportionally fewer old people.14  
Discussing GOC in Māori less than 80 years of 
age may be considered. Most Māori had GOC  

discussed. Given the small sample size, this 
result is difficult to interpret as it is likely heavily 
impacted by chance. However, it is possible that 
this result could be due to clinicians being more 
likely to discuss GOC with Māori due to the known 
inequalities of health in this group.

Barriers to discussing goals of care 
These findings may be due to the multiple  

barriers to facilitating GOC discussions in the ED. 
GOC discussions are challenging within the 

environment of the ED, with the current issues 
of access block, ramped ambulances and delays 
in admissions. This creates a busy environment 
where some clinicians may feel these discussions 
are not appropriate due to lack of privacy in a 
corridor, time constraints and prioritisation of 
time towards more critically ill patients.13,15

Emergency physicians have limited information 
about a patient’s health when they are assessed, 
which can make it difficult to decide if a patient 
is a candidate for aggressive treatment or not. 
Advanced directives can help in this decision 
making; however, these may not be accessible, are 
out of date or inappropriate. This further adds to 
the challenge of discussing GOC in the emergency 
setting where clinicians may feel this may be 
better done when more information is available 
and when family are present for these discussions. 

Another barrier to initiating GOC in the ED is 
when there is disagreement between the emer-
gency clinician and the admitting team on the 
appropriate GOC, which can lead to emergency 
clinicians not finalising GOC.

Patients may have had GOC previously discussed 
and clinicians may not feel it is appropriate to re- 
discuss this with the patient if they feel treatment 
goals have not changed. 

Some patients may not have capacity due to 
altered cognition from delirium or due to their 
underlying pathology relating to the current  
presentation. This could make a shared GOC dis-
cussion inappropriate at the time of presentation.

Other barriers to having these discussions can be 
due to lack of prognostic tools, uncertainty around 
the trajectory of the patient’s condition and lack of 
therapeutic relationship with the patient.13,15  

Limitations
A limitation of this audit is that we only accessed 

electronic documentation of GOC. GOC discussions 
can be documented in multiple formats, either 
electronically on the admission or discharge note 
or directly written on the paper Shared Goals of 
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Care Form. It is possible that GOC could have been 
documented in the Shared Goals of Care Form 
and not put in the electronic admission note. This 
may lead to underestimation of GOC discussions 
in the ED. However, the Shared Goals of Care 
Form is unable to be uploaded electronically, so 
it is expected that GOC discussion is documented 
electronically in the ED. There are otherwise no 
written notes within the ED, and all notes written 
on discharge summaries and admission notes 
are entirely electronic where GOC should be 
documented.

This population was small and predominantly 
New Zealand European, with small numbers 
in non-European subgroups. This could make 
these results influenced by chance and difficult  
to interpret. 

Recommendations
Given the ageing population, GOC discussions 

for older patients are likely to be a recurrent theme 
clinically in the ED. GOC needs to be discussed and 
documented to prevent unnecessary aggressive 
treatment that could do more harm. Currently, 
GOC forms are not available electronically. Shared 
GOC paper forms should be uploaded to elec-
tronic health records or these discussions should 
be recorded electronically in a standard and easily 
accessible format.

GOC discussions can be ethically and medically 
complex. These discussions would ideally be done 
in primary care where the patient is well, there is 
an ongoing therapeutic relationship and there is 
adequate time and privacy. Advanced care forms 
in primary care should be uploaded electronically 
to the hospital system to ensure accessibility and 
aid in GOC decision making.

There are no current standards on the  
frequency of GOC discussion within the ED. The 
prevalence of these GOC discussions could be 
improved with the establishment of protocols and 
further education.

Given the small sample of Māori and Pasifika, 
a future audit examining shared GOC discussions 
in these groups should be done in a younger age 
group or within a region with a higher population 
of Māori and Pasifika.

Conclusion
Most patients (62%) over the age of 80 presenting 

to the Wellington ED did not have GOC discussed. 
Of the patients who had a GOC discussion in the 
ED, few of these discussions (14%) were initiated 
by emergency medicine clinicians. Protocols and 
education regarding facilitating GOC discussions 
in the ED could be established to improve the  
frequency of GOC discussions. 
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Head and neck continued: a 
retrospective analysis of neck 
dissections from a New Zealand oral 
and maxillofacial surgery unit
Ellen OY Simpson, Alastair Luo, Jamie Mckenzie, Monish M Maharaj, Thasvir Singh

abstract
aims: The aim of this study is to analyse the demographics, diagnosis, nodal yield, metastatic rates and outcomes of patients  
undergoing neck dissections within the Waikato Hospital Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery (OMS) Department.
methods: All patients that underwent neck dissections under the care of OMS at Waikato Hospital between January 2016 and  
December 2021 were included. Data on patient demographics, diagnosis, surgery details, nodal yields, histological results and clinical 
outcome were collected retrospectively for analysis.
results: One hundred and five patients and 123 neck dissections were included in the final analysis. The median age was 65 years of 
age. The average nodal yield from a selective neck dissection of levels I–III was 20.1 and I–IV was 25.4. There was no metastatic nodal 
disease in level IIb, and only 2 neck dissections with nodal disease in level IV. Complications were mostly associated with free flap 
reconstruction rather than the neck dissection alone. 
conclusions: The demographics and outcomes of the study cohort are consistent with both the current population and previously 
published head and neck data. The OMS unit at Waikato Hospital recommends omission of levels IIb and IV in neck dissections for cN0 
cases if deemed oncologically safe to do so. 

Cancers of the head and neck are among  
the most common cancers worldwide, total-
ling in excess of 900,000 cases annually.1  

Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is responsible 
for 90% of all head and neck cancers, while oral  
squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) accounts for 
40% of all head and neck cancers.2

OSCC most commonly metastasises to cervical 
lymph nodes.3 A neck dissection is used in the 
management of OSCC to gain regional control of 
the disease, allow for pathological staging and  
direct adjuvant treatment.4 An access neck dissec-
tion (AND) enables access to vessels for free flap 
microvascular anastomosis and reconstruction 
without necessarily removing any lymph nodes 
for disease control or pathological examination. 

Cervical lymph node metastases is one of the 
most significant independent prognostic factors for 
head and neck cancer, reducing overall survival by 
up to 50% when present.5 Clinically node-negative 
necks (cN0) on histopathologic examination of the  
cervical lymph nodes ultimately have occult  
metastatic disease in approximately 20% of cases.6 
In 1990, Shah et al. found that neck levels I, II 
and III are at highest risk of metastasis from oral  

cavity cancers.3 These findings have been reinforced  
in subsequent literature.7–9 

The Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery (OMS) 
department at Waikato Hospital is the only 
OMS unit within Aotearoa New Zealand to  
independently ablate oral cavity malignancies, 
conduct neck dissections and to reconstruct the 
oral cavity defects using microvascular free flaps. 
Published research relating to neck dissections 
from OMS units in Australia and New Zealand is 
scarce.10 The purpose of this study was to analyse 
the demographics, outcomes and nodal yield of 
patients who underwent neck dissections in the 
OMS department at Waikato Hospital. This would 
also facilitate the development of a prospective  
head and neck database, to ensure clinical  
governance of the OMS unit and to assess patient  
complications. With a foundation formed for 
future research in this area, appropriate patient 
management recommendations can be made. 

Methods
Research consent was obtained from the 

Waikato District Health Board (now Te Whatu Ora 
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Waikato). Individual patient consent was obtained 
at the time of initial surgery to be included in 
future teachings and research. All patients that 
underwent a neck dissection under the OMS unit 
at Waikato Hospital between January 2016 to  
December 2021 were included for analysis. 
Patients were primarily identified through a search 
of Waikato Hospital’s Inpatient Management  
data system and Head and Neck oncology  
meeting agendas. An example of words entered in 
the search were “neck* dissection”, “wide* local* 
excision” and “free* flap* reconstruction”. There 
were a total of 105 patients identified through 
this combined method of database searching and 
cross-checking. A unilateral neck dissection was 
counted as one neck dissection and a bilateral neck 
dissection counted as two for ease of averaging 
nodal yield. A total of 123 neck dissections were 
performed. Patients who underwent AND for free 
flap reconstruction were included to assess compli-
cations and for the purpose of creating an ongoing 
departmental oncology database. However, they 
were omitted from the statistics of nodal yield. 

A database was created using Microsoft 
Excel 2021 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) that  
incorporated data points similar to those used in 
other head and neck research databases.10 Patient 
data were collected retrospectively through  
electric and hard-copy notes.

Examples of the data points collected included 
patient demographics detailing gender, ethnicity, 
age and smoking and alcohol history. Diagnosis  
data collated histological diagnosis, tumour  
location and clinical TNM staging. Surgery 
details included the type of neck dissection  
(Selective Neck Dissection, Modified Radical Neck  
Dissection [MRND] and AND), the use of intra- 
operative frozen specimens, intraoperative findings  
(e.g., nerve sacrifice), use of tracheostomy and  
reconstruction modality. The total number of 
nodes collected per neck per level Ia, Ib, IIa, IIb, 
III, IV and V were recorded, in addition to the 
region and number of positive metastatic nodes. 
Information regarding lymphovascular invasion,  
perineural invasion, extracapsular spread and 
primary tumour depth of invasion were also 
collected. Post-operative complications and any 
incidence of post-operative shoulder dysfunction 
were both assessed with all three types of neck 
dissections. The Clavien–Dindo classification was 
used to classify complications during the post- 
operative inpatient stay.11

Data collection was completed by two  
independent researchers, with cross-checking 

of every fifth patient to ensure consistent and  
accurate data collection. Univariate statistical 
analysis was performed with Microsoft Excel. 
Multivariate statistical analysis was completed 
with SPSS statistical package (Version 26.0, IBM, 
Somers, NY, USA). Pearson’s Chi-squared tests 
were used for disease characteristics. A p-value of 
<0.05 was taken to be statistically significant. 

The demographics, diagnosis and primary site 
statistics were calculated by number of patients 
(n=105). The relationship between nodal disease 
and the important variables of differentiation of 
tumour, location of tumour and TNM staging was 
measured using only patients that underwent a 
SND/MRND for OSCC (n=84). The nodal yield for 
each level of the neck dissection, and percentage 
of these with positive nodes was calculated. The 
average total nodal yield was calculated based on 
a level I–III and I–IV neck dissection for OSCC. 

Results
There were 123 neck dissections performed on 

105 individual patients from 2016–2021. There were 
a total of 111 SNDs, 1 MRNDs (with internal jugular 
vein sacrifice) and 11 ANDs. Eighty-four patients 
had a unilateral or bilateral neck dissection for 
OSCC.

Demographic data are reported for the total 
number of individual patients (n=105). Data on 
demographics is shown in Table 1. 

Squamous cell carcinoma was the most common  
diagnosis and indication for having a neck  
dissection at 85%, followed by ameloblastoma 
at 2% and osteoradionecrosis at 2%. Data on  
diagnosis is found in Table 2. The most common 
primary site was the tongue, at 36% of patients, 
followed by alveolar mucosa of the mandible at 
20%. There was one unknown primary. Informa-
tion on primary site is found in Table 3. 

When analysing the relationship between TNM 
staging and nodal disease, 84 patients who had a 
SND or MRND for OSCC were included. Seventeen 
percent of patients had occult nodal disease. Table 
4 demonstrates the number of both clinical and 
pathological T1–T4 and N0–N3 tumours. 

Forty percent (40%) of cT4 tumours had at 
least one positive metastatic node, followed 
by 29% with cT3, 38% with cT2 and 6.7% with 
cT1 tumours (p=0.1). The percentage of nodal  
metastatic disease was 40%, 30% and 6% in 
poorly, moderately and well differentiated 
tumours, respectively (p=0.04). This was the only 
statistically significant finding. Tumours of the 
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Table 1: Demographics of the 105 patients included in the study.

Demographic Number (n) Percentage (%)

Sex

Male 54 49

Female 51 51

Age

Min 25

Max 91

Average 65

Median 65

Ethnicity

NZ European 77 73

Māori 19 18

Asian 4 4

Other European 2 2

Cook Island 1 1

Indian 1 1

Latin American 1 1

Smoking

Never 45 43

Ex 43 41

Current 17 16

Alcohol

Never 35 33

Ex 9 9

Current 61 58
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Table 2: Diagnosis of the 105 patients included in the study.

Diagnosis Number (n) Percentage (%)

Squamous cell carcinoma 89 85

Ameloblastoma 3 3

Osteoradionecrosis 2 2

Osteomyelitis 2 2

Sarcoma 1 1

Small cell neuroendocrine tumour 1 1

Oncocytoma 1 1

Mucoepidermoid carcinoma 1 1

Metastatic adenocarcinoma 1 1

Melanoma 1 1

Brachial cleft cyst 1 1

Adenoid cystic carcinoma 1 1

Adenocarcinoma 1 1

Table 3: Primary site of the 105 patients included in the study.

Primary site Number (n) Percentage (%)

Tongue 38 36

Alveolar mucosa of mandible 21 20

Alveolar mucosa of maxilla 14 13

Buccal mucosa 11 11

Floor of mouth 9 9

Unknown primary 4 4

Soft palate 2 2

Parotid 2 2

Lip 2 2

Tonsil 1 1

Cheek 1 1
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Table 4: The total number/percentage of clinical N0, N1 and N2 patients that had either pathological negative or 
positive nodal disease on histological examination.

Clinical Number Pathological Number

cN0 58

pN0 48 (83%)

pN+ 10 (17%)

cN1 11

pN0 7 (64%)

pN+ 4 (36%)

cN2 15

pN0 4 (27%)

pN+ 11 (73%)

Table 5: The number dissected, average nodal yield, number and percentage of positive nodes of each neck  
dissection level.

Neck  
dissection 
level

Number 
dissected

Number of 
levels with 
pN+

% of positive 
levels

Average nodal 
yield

Literature review of 
average nodal yield 
per level

Ia 99 3 3 2.7
4–5.7

Ib 106 17 16 3.6

Iia 114 15 13 5.6
11.2–12.6

Iib 101 0 0 5.7

III 110 9 8 5.7 7.2–7.6

IV 72 2 3 4.7 6.9–8.7

V 3 1 33 3 9.7
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tongue had the highest proportion of positive  
cervical nodal involvement at 33%. This was  
followed by the alveolar mucosa of the maxilla 
and buccal mucosa, both at 33%, and tongue at 
24%. There were only two oral cavity primary 
tumours that involved the lip, one of which had 
positive nodal disease. These differences were not 
statistically significant (p=0.82).

Total nodal yield and nodal disease were  
calculated as a proportion of total neck dissections 
performed (n=112), excluding AND. There were 
99 level Ia neck dissections with an average nodal 
yield of 2.7 nodes. There were 3 neck dissections 
with positive nodes in level Ia, which made up 3% 
of the total number of level Ia dissections. There 
were 106 level Ib dissections with an average nodal 
yield of 3.6, with 17 necks (16%) having positive 
nodal disease. There were 114 level IIa dissections 
with an average nodal yield of 5.6, with 15 necks 
(13%) having positive nodal disease. There were 
101 level Iib neck dissections with an average 
nodal yield of 5.7, with no positive lymph nodes 
found. Level III was dissected 110 times with an 
average nodal yield of 5.7, with 9 (8%) cases show-
ing positive nodal disease. Level IV was dissected 
72 times with an average nodal yield of 4.7, and 
only 2 necks (3%) with positive nodal disease. 
These two neck dissections with positive nodal 
disease also had positive nodes in levels level Iia 
and Ib. Therefore, there was no evidence of skip 
metastasis to level IV. There were only three neck 
dissections that included level V. One out of three 
had positive nodes in this level that was identified 
in the preoperative staging and work up of this 
patient. This was a pT4N2cM0 SCC of the floor 
of mouth, and also had positive nodal disease 
in levels Ia and III. The results show that with a 
selective neck dissection of levels I–III (n=35) and 
I–IV (n=68), there was a total average nodal yield 
of 20.1 and 25.4, respectively. This information 
can be visually found in Table 5.

Complications were calculated as a proportion  
of total patients included (n=105). These were 
classified using the Clavien–Dindo system and 
assigned scores from 0–IIIb.11 There were no 
deaths intra-operatively or in the post-operative  
inpatient stay. There were 38 (36%) patients 
that had a Clavien–Dindo score of 0, 4 (4%) with 
a score of I, 33 (31%) with a score of II, 20 (19%) 
with a score of IIIa and 10 (10%) with a score of 
IIIb. There was a chyle leak in two (2%) patients. 
Post-operative shoulder dysfunction was reported 
at 17%. This number included those that reported 
shoulder dysfunction of any kind (including 

mild symptoms) up to 5 years of post-operative  
outpatients follow up.

The most common Clavien–Dindo II  
complications were blood transfusions, post- 
operative delirium, hospital-acquired pneumonia 
and the need for vasopressor support to aid with 
post-operative free flap blood pressure targets. The 
most common Clavien–Dindo IIIa complication 
was drainage of neck seroma by aspiration in clinic 
or with ultrasound guided technique. Seventy  
percent (70%) of these patients with a IIIa  
complication also had a free flap reconstruction. 
The most common Clavien–Dindo IIIb complication  
was due to venous congestion (n=5) of the free flap. 
Of all the patients that returned to theatre, 90% 
also had a free flap reconstruction. 

Discussion
Waikato Hospital services a population of over 

930,000, with Māori representing 23.7%, higher 
than the national average of 17.4%.12 In our 
study population, 18.1% of the study population 
were Māori, which is therefore consistent with 
the national ethnicity distribution but is approx-
imately 5% lower than the regional distribution. 
Patient demographics of age (65 years) and rates 
of smoking and alcohol use is consistent with  
previous head and neck cancer literature in New 
Zealand. However, a male predominance was 
not found in our study, which may be due to our  
sample size.13

Nodal status is one of the most significant  
independent prognostic factors for head and 
neck cancer.3 Therefore, gaining an adequate 
nodal yield to obtain a representative nodal  
sample is paramount. In review of the literature, 
the mean lymph node yield was between 8 and 
39.8 in SNDs.14–16 There is no definite minimum 
lymph node count defining an adequate neck  
dissection, but this topic is of interest.17 One 
study showed that a total lymph node yield less 
than 18 for a neck dissection of levels I–III was  
associated with decreased disease free specific 
and overall survival.18 Another study also showed 
that the minimum total lymph node requirement  
for a selective neck dissection was six.14 The  
average nodal yield in this study was 20.1 (range 
of 8–44) for a SND of levels I–III and 25.4 (range 
of 14–54) for a SND of levels I–IV, which both lie 
in the upper end of similar reported literature.15–18 
There is an observed correlation between a higher 
nodal yield and the extent of the cancer.18 The 
higher number of T4 tumours compared to other 
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stages reported in our data might then explain the 
higher lymph node yield in this study.

Whether or not to dissect level IIb during routine 
elective/therapeutic neck dissection procedures is 
an ongoing debate within the literature.19,20 This 
discussion centres on the fact that one of the most  
common long-term complications from neck  
dissections of level IIb is shoulder dysfunction due 
to damage to the spinal accessory nerve (SAN). 
Such shoulder dysfunction can manifest as chronic 
pain, weakness and reduced range of motion, 
which all reduce quality of life.21,22 A SND in a  
clinically node positive (cN+) neck will most likely 
include level IIb dissection, but can be modified to 
preserve level IIb when it is oncologically safe to 
do so.19 The benefits of including level IIb in a SND 
is to ensure occult metastatic disease is not missed 
in these nodes. A prospective analysis of level IIb 
lymph node metastasis in END for OSCC showed 
that metastatic disease in level IIb occurred in 
5% of neck dissections and was only found in  
association with tongue OSCC. In addition all 
patients with positive nodes in level IIb had positive  
nodes in level IIa.21 The counter argument is formed 
when the risk of occult metastatic disease within 
level IIb is too low to provide any oncological  
benefit and comes with increased morbidity.20  
Several studies have reported that with oral  
squamous cell carcinoma the risk of level IIb 
metastasis is as low as 2%.23 Our study adds to this 
argument, as there were no nodal metastasis found 
at level IIb in 101 dissections. Therefore, level IIb 
nodes could be left in situ without significantly 
compromising regional clearance, specifically in 
patients with a cN0 neck, primary site excluding 
the tongue and no suspicious intraoperative lymph 
nodes found at other neck levels.19,21,24–26 Our study 
reported shoulder dysfunction in 17% of patients 
over the course of outpatient follow up. This was 
difficult to measure retrospectively, but given it is 
a major complication of head and neck surgery, it 
warrants further research.

A significant complication uniquely associated  
with dissecting level IV is the potential for a 

chyle leak, due to the injury of the thoracic duct.  
A chyle leak is rare but potentially serious compli-
cation that occurs in 2–8% of neck dissections.27 
It can be defined as an iatrogenic thoracic duct 
injury causing leakage of lymphatic fluid into 
the surrounding vessels.28 Our study reported a 
chyle leak in two (2%) patients. Level IV carries a 
low risk of occult metastatic disease with OSCC.3 
Therefore, routine dissection of level IV remains 
controversial in the literature.29 A meta-analysis 
conducted in 2019 demonstrated very low rates 
of skip metastasis to neck level IV in patients  
diagnosed with cN0 OSCC. Their study reported 
the risk of level IV involvement at 2.53% and the 
risk of level IV skip metastasis at 0.5%. Subgroup  
analysis confirmed that pathological nodes at level 
I–III were not associated with an increased risk of 
level IV involvement and that the risk of level IV 
involvement with oral tongue SCCs was 3.6%. The 
authors concluded that elective treatment of level 
IV is not required in patients with cN0 OSCC.29 
Our data had no skip metastasis to level IV, but 
there were two out of 72 cases (3%) of level IV  
involvement with OSCC. These two cases both 
had positive nodes at level I and IIa. One patient 
was a poorly differentiated cT4cN1 tongue OSCC 
and the other was a cT2cN1 poorly differentiated  
buccal mucosa mucoepidermoid carcinoma. 
Thus, clinicians should consider extending their 
neck dissection to level IV in patients with gross  
macroscopic disease in upper levels and with 
advanced oral tongue cancer.

Conclusion
This study reported demographics and risk factor 

prevalence consistent with similar published data 
worldwide. Our practice has changed to consider  
omitting level IIb and IV when oncologically safe 
to do so. Furthermore, the OMS unit at Waikato  
Hospital provides comprehensive treatment and 
obtains safe patient outcomes for patients under-
going neck dissections for the treatment of oral 
squamous cell carcinoma.
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Cascade of care and rapid treatment 
pathway at Auckland City Hospital for 
patients with a new diagnosis of HIV 
infection, 2015–2019
Annabelle Donaldson, Michele Lowe, Simon Briggs

abstract
aims: Legislative changes in 2017 enabled subsidised HIV care for all people living with HIV in New Zealand. This enabled a rapid  
treatment pathway (RTP) to be developed at Auckland City Hospital (ACH). Our aims were to document the cascade of care for people 
referred with newly diagnosed HIV infection and evaluate the effect of the RTP.
methods: People with newly diagnosed HIV infection in New Zealand referred to ACH between 2015 and 2019 were included in the  
cascade of care. The 2-year periods before (2015 and 2016) and after (2018 and 2019) the RTP were compared for initiation of  
antiretroviral therapy (ART) and attainment of HIV viral suppression.
results: There were 240 people with newly diagnosed HIV infection referred. Of these, 197/200 (98.5%) were on ART and 195/197 
(99%) had documented viral suppression. ART was initiated within 6 weeks of referral for 41/120 (34.2%) in the pre-RTP and 76/79 
(96.2%) in the RTP periods (p<0.0001). Viral suppression was achieved within 6 months of diagnosis for 66/118 (55.9%) in the pre-RTP 
and 73/75 (97.3%) in the RTP periods (p<0.0001).
conclusions: A high proportion of people referred with newly diagnosed HIV infection were commenced on ART and achieved viral 
suppression. The RTP facilitated earlier initiation of ART and achievement of viral suppression.

Early initiation of antiretroviral therapy 
(ART) has been shown to markedly reduce 
transmissions of HIV,1,2 and reduce mortality 

for people living with HIV (PLHIV),3 with health 
benefits occurring regardless of the initial CD4 
count.4,5 With the evidence supporting early ART, 
in 2015 the World Health Organization recom-
mended that ART be initiated for all PLHIV at any 
CD4 count.6 

The “cascade of care” was developed for bench-
marking HIV care using the steps of 1) diagnosed 
with HIV, 2) linked to HIV care, 3) retained in 
care, 4) on ART, and 5) suppressed HIV viral load.7,8 
UNAIDS proposed the initial ambitious goals that 
90% of all PLHIV will know their diagnosis, 90% of 
all people diagnosed with HIV infection will receive 
sustained ART and 90% of people receiving ART 
will have HIV viral suppression.9 These goals were 
subsequently updated to 95-95-95 to end the AIDS 
epidemic by 2030.10 The cascade of care for New 
Zealand, undertaken by the AIDS Epidemiology 
Group, was limited by incomplete data.11

In New Zealand in January 2017, there were 
changes to infectious diseases management under 
the Health Act 1956, allowing subsidised HIV care 

to be provided regardless of a person’s residency 
status.12 Later, in July 2017, subsidised ART became 
available to all PLHIV, at any CD4 count.13 These 
major changes in policy enabled a rapid treatment 
pathway (RTP) for all people with newly diagnosed 
HIV infection to be developed and implemented at 
Auckland City Hospital, which came into effect in 
October 2017. A timeline was outlined to facilitate 
early engagement and prompt initiation of ART, 
with referrals for people with newly diagnosed HIV 
infection offered an outpatient appointment with 
an HIV specialist within 1 week of referral. ART was 
aimed to be initiated at this appointment. Support 
via telephone or face-to-face meetings would be 
provided by the community HIV team (a team of 
HIV nurse specialists and a nurse practitioner), 
with initial contact at the time of the referral and 
thereafter as required. Key performance indicators 
(KPIs) were proposed for timing of initiation of 
ART and attainment of viral suppression. These 
KPIs were created following careful discussion 
within the Infectious Diseases (ID) Service and 
were based on what was thought to be achievable 
at that time.
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Aims
The aims of this audit were to 1) document the 

cascade of care for people with a newly diagnosed 
HIV infection referred to the ID Service at Auckland  
City Hospital, and 2) evaluate the periods before 
and after initiation of the RTP for people with a 
newly diagnosed HIV infection referred to the ID 
Service at Auckland City Hospital, with respect 
to linkage to care, timing of ART initiation and 
HIV viral suppression; and furthermore, to  
determine whether the KPIs were met with i) 
90% of new HIV diagnoses initiating ART within 
6 weeks of referral, and ii) 90% of new HIV  
diagnoses obtaining an undetectable HIV viral 
load within 6 months of diagnosis. 

Methods
Adults (≥15 years) with a newly diagnosed HIV 

infection who were referred to the ID Service 
at Auckland City Hospital between the dates 1  
January 2015 and 31 December 2019 were 
included. These people were identified from 
the department’s HIV database. PLHIV newly 
referred to the ID Service at Auckland City  
Hospital, but those who had been previously  
diagnosed with HIV infection were excluded. 
Data extracted from the medical records included 
demographic details (including self-reported 
ethnicity) and date of diagnosis with HIV  
infection. The date of diagnosis was recorded 
as the date the first positive HIV test was taken, 
as recorded by the laboratory. If the first test 
was a rapid test, this date was recorded from 
the referral letter. Additional data extracted 
included the date of referral to the ID Service, 
date of first contact with the community HIV 
team, date of first HIV specialist appointment or 
inpatient consultation, date of initiation of ART 
and HIV viral load testing throughout the first 
year, as well as the most recent HIV viral load in 
the year prior to 31 December 2020. 

Cascade of care
For the cascade of care, definitions were in 

accordance with recommendations published.14,15  
As this was an audit of PLHIV referred to our  
service, the first step in the cascade of care (the 
proportion diagnosed with HIV) was not able to 
be assessed.

Linked to care was defined as review by an 
HIV specialist within 3 months of diagnosis. This 
did not include the initial contact made by the 

community HIV team. 
Retained in care was considered achieved if the 

patient was alive and living in New Zealand and 
in the most recent year had either a HIV viral load 
documented, or alternatively ART dispensed and 
evidence that adherence was maintained through 
a clinic appointment, phone call or contact with a 
general practitioner (GP).

On treatment was defined as having been 
dispensed or prescribed ART (not necessarily 
reflecting adherence to ART).  

Viral suppression was defined as a HIV viral 
load <200 copies/mL. PLHIV were considered to 
be currently virally suppressed if the HIV viral 
load had been documented within the 12 months 
prior to 31 December 2020.

For the cascade of care, the most recent HIV viral 
load in the year prior to 31 December 2020 was 
obtained to allow a minimum of 1-year follow-up 
for all PLHIV. If a PLHIV relocated to another region 
within New Zealand during this period, data were 
obtained from the HIV service involved.

Rapid treatment pathway
 For comparison of the periods before and after 

the development of the RTP, accounting for the 
changes in policy in 2017 and the implementation 
of the pathway, we compared the 2-year periods of 
1 January 2015 to 31 December 2016 and 1 January 
2018 to 31 December 2019. For the RTP, the two 
groups were compared, with respect to linkage to 
care, timing of initiation of ART (from when the 
diagnosis was made, and from when the referral  
was received) and achievement of HIV viral  
suppression within 6 months of diagnosis. 

This review was considered to be an audit of 
clinical care and did not meet requirements for 
formal ethical review from the Auckland District 
Health Board Research Review Committee.

The Fisher’s exact test, Chi-squared test and 
Mann–Whitney U test were used to assess for 
statistically significant differences between the 
periods before and after the introduction of  
the RTP.

Results
There were 399 PLHIV referred to the ID  

Service during the 5-year audit period from 1  
January 2015 to 31 December 2019. Of these, the 
103 PLHIV diagnosed overseas and the 56 PLHIV 
diagnosed elsewhere in New Zealand who re- 
located to the Auckland Region were excluded. 

The remaining 240 people with a newly diagnosed 
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HIV infection were included. Of these, 214 (89%) 
were male, with 102/240 (42.5%) self-reporting 
their ethnicity as NZ European and 16/240 (6.7%) 
as Māori. The median age was 39 years (inter-
quartile range [IQR] 30–49 years). The likely mode 
of transmission was men who have sex with men 
for 179 (74.6%), heterosexual sex for 50 (20.8%), 
intravenous drug use for 4 (1.7%) and other/not 
available for 7 (2.9%). The median CD4 count at 
diagnosis was 396x106/L (IQR 206–569x106/L), 
with 58 (24%) recording a baseline CD4 count of 
<200x106/L and 41 (17%) with a CD4 count of 200 
to 349x106/L.

Cascade of care: Auckland City Hospital
Of the 240 PLHIV, 227 (94.6%) were linked to 

care with a first specialist appointment or inpatient  
review within 3 months of diagnosis. For the 200 
PLHIV living in New Zealand as of 31 December 
2020, 197 (98.5%) were retained in care (the remaining  
three were lost to follow-up) and 197 (98.5%) 
were on ART. For those on ART, 195/197 (99%) had  
documented HIV viral suppression within the last 
12 months of the audit period (two had intermittent 
ART adherence). The additional 40 PLHIV included 
33 who relocated overseas and seven who died. 

Rapid treatment pathway 
There were 123 people newly diagnosed with 

an HIV infection in the period from 1 January 2015 
to 31 December 2016, prior to the development 
of the RTP, and 82 people diagnosed with an HIV 
infection in the period from 1 January 2018 to 31 
December 2019 following the development of the 
RTP. The demographics of the before and after RTP 
groups are shown in Table 1, with no differences 
seen between these two groups.

Linkage to care
Linkage to care within 3 months of the diagnosis 

of HIV infection was achieved for 113/122 (92.6%) 
people newly diagnosed in 2015/2016 compared 
with 81/82 (99%) people newly diagnosed with an 
HIV infection in 2018/2019 (p=0.053). For the PLHIV 
not linked to care within 3 months in 2015/2016, all 
had initial contact with the community HIV team 
and baseline bloods within this timeframe. The 
one patient not linked to care within 3 months in 
2018/2019 had a delayed referral to the ID service, 
which occurred 187 days following diagnosis.

The time from HIV diagnosis to HIV specialist care 
is shown in Table 2, and the time from referral to 
HIV specialist care is shown in Table 3. The median 
time from diagnosis to first specialist review was 

32 days (IQR 13–54 days) prior to the RTP and 17 
days (IQR 7–28 days) following the RTP (p<0.0001). 
The median time from referral to first specialist 
review was 23 days (IQR 8–41 days) prior to the 
RTP and was 8 days (IQR 4–16 days) following the 
RTP (p<0.0001). The median time from referral to 
initial contact with the ID service, usually with 
the HIV nurse specialists/practitioner, was 1 day 
during both periods.

Antiretroviral therapy 
ART was initiated within 6 weeks of diagnosis 

for 28/120 (23.3%) PLHIV prior to the RTP and for 
66/79 (83.5%) PLHIV following the RTP (p<0.0001). 
ART was initiated within 6 weeks of referral for 
41/120 (34.2%) PLHIV prior to the RTP and for 76/79 
(96.2%) PLHIV following the RTP (p<0.0001). At 3 
months from diagnosis, ART had been initiated in 
78/120 (65.0%) PLHIV prior to the RTP and 77/79 
(97.5%) PLHIV following the RTP (p<0.0001). 

The median time from diagnosis to initiation of 
ART was 68 days (IQR 44–133 days) prior to the 
RTP and 21 days (IQR 13–31 days) following the 
RTP (p<0.00001). The median time from referral to 
the ID service to initiation of ART was 51 days (IQR 
36–114 days) prior to the RTP and 12 days (IQR 
7–20 days) following the RTP (p<0.00001). 

HIV viral suppression 
At 6 months from diagnosis, 66/118 (55.9%) PLHIV 

prior to the RTP and 73/75 (97.3%) PLHIV following 
the RTP had documented HIV viral suppression 
(p<0.0001). The median time from diagnosis to first 
documentation of viral suppression was 174 days 
(IQR 124–272 days) prior to the RTP and 85 days (IQR 
63–104 days) following the RTP (p<0.0001).

 Discussion
The cascade of care for people newly diagnosed 

with an HIV infection referred to Auckland City 
Hospital for the 5-year audit period from 1 January 
2015 to 31 December 2019 has shown very high 
rates of retention in care, initiation of ART and 
HIV viral suppression. In addition, the RTP has 
significantly reduced the time from diagnosis of 
HIV infection to linkage to care and has resulted in 
earlier initiation of ART and earlier achievement of 
HIV viral suppression.

This cascade of care, as assessed on 31 December 
2020, has shown that 98.5% of PLHIV were on ART 
and of these, 99% had a suppressed HIV viral load 
during the last 12 months of the audit. This compares 
with the Wellington cascade of care—undertaken 
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Table 1: Demographics of groups before and after rapid treatment pathway for initiation of HIV care for PLHIV  
referred to the Infectious Diseases Service, Auckland City Hospital.

Prior to rapid treatment 
pathway

Jan 2015–Dec 2016

Rapid treatment pathway 

Jan 2018–Dec 2019
P-value

New diagnosis of HIV 123 82

Male 112 (91.1%) 70 (85.4%) 0.26#

Age at diagnosis (median years, IQR) 38 (30–48) 40 (32–51) 0.73^

Ethnicity

NZ European 60 (48.8%) 31 (37.8%) 0.51*

Māori 8 (6.5%) 6 (7.3%)

Asian 22 (17.9%) 18 (22.0%)

Pasifika peoples 8 (6.5%) 10 (12.2%)

Other European 18 (14.6%) 9 (11.0%)

South American 4 (3.3%) 5 (6.1%)

Middle East/Africa 3 (2.4%) 3 (3.7%)

CD4 count at diagnosis, median (IQR) 417x106/L (209–602x106/L) 372x106/L (197–528x106/L) 0.32^

<200x106/L 30 (24%) 21 (26%)

200–349x106/L 21 (17%) 13 (16%)

350–499x106/L 31 (25%) 24 (29%)

≥500x106/L 41(33%) 22 (27%)

Unknown 2 (2%)

Outcome

Available for retention in care 
assessment+ 104 67

Retained in care 103 (99%) 66 (98.5%)

Not retained in care 1 (1%) 1 (1.5%)

Not available for retention in care 
assessment

19 15

Transfers overseas+ 14 13

Deaths+ 5 2

PLHIV = people living with HIV; IQR = interquartile range
#Fisher’s exact test
^Mann–Whitney U test
*Chi-squared test
+The follow-up period for retention in care assessment, transfer overseas and deaths was 31 December 2020 for both groups
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Table 2: Time from HIV diagnosis to HIV specialist care for PLHIV referred to the Infectious Diseases Service, Auckland 
City Hospital.

Prior to rapid treatment 
pathway

Jan 2015–Dec 2016, 
n=123

Rapid treatment 
pathway 

Jan 2018–Dec 2019, 
n=82

P-value

Time from diagnosis to 
first contact with  
community HIV team, 
median days (IQR)

10 (2–16) 7 (2–14) 0.36^

Linked to care within 3 
months of diagnosis

113/122a (92.6%) 81/82 (99%) 0.053#

Time from diagnosis to 
linkage to care, median 
days (IQR)

32a (13–54) 17 (7–28) <0.0001^

Time from diagnosis (blood 
test taken) to referral to ID 
service, median days (IQR)

7 (1–13.5) 6b (2–13) 0.91^

Time from diagnosis (result 
available) to referral to ID 
service, median days (IQR)

3c (0–10) 2d (0–10) 0.8^

Time from diagnosis to 
initiation of ART, median 
days (IQR)

68e (44–133) 21f (13–31) <0.00001^

Initiation of ART within 6 
weeks of diagnosis

28/120g (23.3%) 66/79f (83.5%) <0.0001#

Initiation of ART within 3 
months of diagnosis

78/120g (65.0%) 77/79f (97.5%) <0.0001#

Initiation of ART within 6 
months of diagnosis

96/120g (80.0%) 78/79f (98.7%) <0.0001#

Time from diagnosis to 
first documentation of 
viral suppression, median 
days (IQR)

174h (124–272) 85i (63–104) <0.0001^

Viral suppression within 6 
months of diagnosis

66/118j (55.9%) 73/75i (97.3%) <0.0001#

PLHIV = people living with HIV; IQR = interquartile range; ART = antiretroviral therapy
#Fisher’s exact test
^Mann–Whitney U test
a n=122 (1 PLHIV transferred care before being seen)
b n=81 (data not available for 1 PLHIV)
c

 n=112 (data not available for 11 PLHIV)
d n=77 (data not available for 5 PLHIV)
e n=118 (3 PLHIV transferred care before starting ART; 2 PLHIV didn’t start ART but later transferred care)
f n=79 (3 PLHIV transferred care before starting ART)
g n=120 (3 PLHIV transferred care before starting ART)
h n=117 (5 PLHIV transferred care before starting ART/achieving viral suppression; 1 PLHIV didn’t start ART)
i n=75 (7 PLHIV transferred care before starting ART/achieving viral suppression)
j n=118 (5 PLHIV transferred care before starting ART/achieving viral suppression)
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prior to the HIV policy changes—where 89% were 
on ART, of whom 93% achieved a suppressed HIV 
viral load,16 and the national cascade of care for 
people diagnosed with HIV infection between 
2006 and 2017, where 94.5% initiated ART, of 
whom 82% had a suppressed HIV viral load.11 The 
national cascade was limited by incomplete data 
and almost certainly is an underestimate of the 
true proportion of PLHIV initiated on ART who 
are virally suppressed in New Zealand.

Policy changes, based on the evidence supporting 
early initiation of ART,1,2,4 have been instrumental in 
facilitating treatment for all PLHIV in New Zealand, 
particularly in facilitating rapid treatment for all,  

irrespective of the CD4 count at the time of  
diagnosis or of immigration status. The subsequent  
development of our service KPIs has led to 96% of 
PLHIV commencing ART within 6 weeks of referral,  
a significant improvement from the baseline of 
34%, and 97% attaining HIV viral suppression 
within 6 months of diagnosis of HIV infection, 
again a significant improvement from the baseline  
of 56%. Potential benefits of earlier treatment 
and HIV viral suppression include the reduced 
transmission of HIV infection1,2 and improved 
general health for PLHIV.4,5 All major HIV infec-
tion treatment guidelines now recommend that 
ART is commenced as soon as possible following 

Table 3: Time from referral to HIV specialist care for PLHIV referred to the Infectious Diseases Service, Auckland 
City Hospital.

Prior to rapid treatment 
pathway

Jan 2015–Dec 2016, 
n=123

Rapid treatment 
pathway 

Jan 2018–Dec 2019,

n=82

P-value

Time from referral to first  
contact with community HIV 
team, median days (IQR)

1 (0–2.5) 1 (0–1) 0.08#

Time from referral to first  
specialist clinic appointment/
inpatient review, median days 
(IQR)

23a (8–41) 8 (4–16) <0.0001#

Time from referral to initiation 
of ART, median days (IQR)

51b (36–114) 12c (7–20) <0.00001#

Initiation of ART within 6 weeks 
of referral

41/120d (34.2%) 76/79e (96.2%) <0.0001^

Time from referral to first  
documentation of viral  
suppression, median days (IQR)

161f (117–272) 79g (53–98) <0.00001#

PLHIV = people living with HIV; IQR = interquartile range; ART = antiretroviral therapy
#Mann–Whitney U test
^Fisher’s exact test
a n=122 (1 PLHIV transferred care before being seen) 
b n=118 (3 PLHIV transferred care before starting ART; 2 patients didn’t start ART)
c n=79 (3 PLHIV transferred care before starting ART)
d n=120 (3 PLHIV transferred care before starting ART)
e n=79 (3 PLHIV transferred care before starting ART)
f n=117 (5 PLHIV transferred care before starting ART/achieving viral suppression; 1 PLHIV didn’t start ART)
g n=75 (7 PLHIV transferred care before starting ART/achieving viral suppression)
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diagnosis.17–19 Studies have shown that the avail-
ability of RTPs result in earlier linkage to care 
and earlier achievement of HIV viral suppression, 
although whether there are benefits in long-term 
retention in care or mortality remain unclear.20,21 
The optimal timing for early ART initiation is still 
being fully assessed, as there are concerns that 
immediate initiation of ART on the same day as 
the diagnosis of HIV infection may result in less 
engagement in care compared with rapid treatment 
initiated within 2 weeks of the diagnosis of HIV 
infection,22 as the information and consideration 
of lifelong ART may be overwhelming. RTPs are 
more resource intensive, requiring multidisci-
plinary coordination and reprioritisation of clinic 
resources with more intensive initial support, but 
as we have shown, can result in earlier linkage to 
care, earlier initiation of ART and earlier attainment 
of HIV viral suppression.

Not all patients may be suitable for rapid treat-
ment, particularly where there is a risk of immune 
reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS), 
such as occurs with cryptococcal or tuberculous  
meningitis. It is also important to consider likely 
engagement in ongoing care, as initiation of ART 
requires ongoing commitment and lifelong follow 
-up. Engagement in other programmes such as 
drug and alcohol support or addressing other bar-
riers to HIV care may take priority.23 We found only 
a very small number of PLHIV who did not initiate 
ART, who were lost to follow-up or who remained 
in contact with our service but maintained variable 
adherence to ART. Much of this success is due to 
the efforts of our community HIV team and social 
worker, who provide long-term support to PLHIV 
following their diagnosis of HIV infection and  
initiation of ART, and who help re-engage those 
who have been lost to follow-up and further  
support those with complex needs.

It is notable that late presentations in this audit 
were common, with 24% of those with a newly 
diagnosed HIV infection having a CD4 count 
<200x106/L, suggesting that these PLHIV were 
likely to have had an HIV infection for many years. 
This has also been shown in other New Zealand 
studies, and provides further evidence to support 
the need for wider HIV testing in New Zealand.24,25 
The first step in the cascade of care is almost  
certainly the most challenging, requiring increased 
HIV testing, reduced barriers to HIV testing and 
supportive contact tracing.26 Increased emphasis 
on HIV testing in New Zealand is essential.

While we met the goal of 90% of new HIV diag-
noses initiating ART within 6 weeks of referral to 

our service, a lower proportion (83.5%) initiated 
ART within 6 weeks of the diagnosis of their HIV 
infection. In this audit there was usually a relatively 
short delay in the time taken for the person who 
ordered the initial HIV test to become aware of 
this result and subsequently make a referral to our 
service. Now that we have been able to illustrate the 
significant benefits of the RTP, we hope that people 
newly diagnosed with HIV infection will be referred 
as soon as the initial HIV test result becomes avail-
able, without waiting for confirmatory HIV testing. 

There are several strengths of this audit. We 
have a comprehensive database with prospective 
recording of all PLHIV referred to our service. 
Additionally, for the assessment of the cascade of 
care, we were able to obtain a high level of follow- 
up for PLHIV relocating within New Zealand.

There are a number of limitations to this audit. 
Firstly, it was performed retrospectively. Secondly, 
our cascade of care only included PLHIV referred 
to the ID Service at Auckland City Hospital, while 
HIV care in the Auckland Region is also provided 
by the Auckland Sexual Health Service, private 
specialist providers and general practitioners. 
However, the ID Service at Auckland City Hospital 
is the largest provider of HIV care in New Zealand  
(currently providing care for 1,100 of approximately  
3,000 diagnosed PLHIV). With the high degree 
of follow-up that was achieved for PLHIV 
who entered the cascade of care and who are  
currently living in New Zealand, this audit provides 
updated data and complements other New Zealand 
cascades of care.11,16 Thirdly, this audit does not 
provide information on the first step in the cascade  
of care (people living with undiagnosed HIV  
infection). This step is not well understood in New 
Zealand.27 This step was not able to be assessed 
by this audit as we are only able to provide care 
to PLHIV who are diagnosed and then referred to 
our service. Fourthly, the time to achieve HIV viral 
suppression may be affected by factors other than 
the RTP. The documentation of viral suppression 
may vary with the timing of the follow-up HIV 
viral load testing; however, we aimed to test fol-
low-up HIV viral loads at 3 and 6 months following 
initiation of ART throughout the audit period. The 
increased use of integrase inhibitors that occurred 
during the audit period, which achieve viral  
suppression more rapidly than other antiretrovi-
rals,28 may also have affected the time to achieve 
viral suppression. 

For PLHIV referred to the Auckland City 
Hospital ID Service, we have shown a high 
attainment of initiation of ART and HIV viral  
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suppression in the cascade of care. The RTP, 
which required a refocus of clinic and multi- 
disciplinary resources, has enabled earlier link-
age to care, more rapid initiation of ART and  
earlier HIV viral suppression. We do need to 

obtain a greater understanding of the first step in 
the cascade of care for New Zealand. Increased 
resources dedicated to enhanced HIV testing will 
help reduce the proportion of people living with 
undiagnosed HIV infection.
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Exploring health professionals’ 
viewpoint of provision of nutrition 
advice for women with endometrial 
cancer 
Linda Williams, Claire Henry, Bryony Simcock, Sara Filoche

abstract 
aims: The aim of this study was to explore barriers and facilitators to delivery and uptake of nutrition advice to women diagnosed with 
endometrial cancer from a health professionals’ viewpoint.
methods: Fifteen semi-structured interviews with health professionals with experience in providing healthcare to women diagnosed 
with endometrial cancer were audio-recorded and transcribed. Interviews were analysed using reflexive thematic analysis. Topics 
included high weight as a risk factor for endometrial cancer, nutrition information sources, and barriers and facilitators to delivering 
nutrition advice in clinical care.
results: Four themes were identified. The first three exist as barriers to women receiving nutrition advice—how to navigate  
conversations about high weight, access to limited resourcing and health professionals feeling powerless to overcome system  
influences. The fourth theme identified a community approach need to facilitate a supportive environment and share knowledge.
conclusions: This study, through the lens of health professionals, highlights barriers to the delivery and uptake of nutrition advice 
at the patient, community and system levels. Enhancing survivorship for women after the diagnosis of endometrial cancer may be 
enabled by further understanding of how to overcome barriers and promote facilitators. Communication and partnership with women 
are imperative to achieving this.

Endometrial cancer is the sixth most  
common cancer among women world-
wide.1 In 2020 there were 723 new cases 

of endometrial cancer in Aotearoa New Zealand, 
increased from 455 cases in 2011. It is now the 
fifth most frequently diagnosed cancer in the 
country. Age-standardised incidence rates are 
increasing for all women, with steady increases 
over the last 10 years. Cases are increasing rapidly 
in those under 50 years of age.2 Pacific women 
carry the burden of disease, accounting for 18% of 
new cases despite accounting for 8% of the female 
population.3

Of the 20 most common cancers, endometrial 
cancer has the strongest association with high 
weight (body mass index >25kg/m2).4 The terms 
“obesity” and “overweight” are associated with 
stigma and negative connotations of individuals, 
and therefore the authors chose the term high 
weight throughout this article.5,6 The likelihood of a 
woman with high weight developing endometrial  
cancer increases significantly as additional excess 
weight accumulates.7 Excess weight results in 
unopposed estrogen excess, insulin resistance  

and inflammation, all of which promote  
endometrial cancer growth.8,9

Early-stage endometrial cancers are highly 
treatable with hysterectomy. In the last 20 years, 
5-year survival rates in Aotearoa New Zealand 
have increased from 73–79%.10 However, there 
is a significant sequalae with endometrial cancer 
survivors experiencing morbidity and mortality 
from cardiovascular disease.11

Endometrial cancer survivors have a higher 
incidence of unrecognised and inadequately 
treated hyperglycemia and elevated cholesterol, 
putting them at significantly higher 10-year 
increased risk of cardiovascular disease compared  
to women in the general population.12,13 

Women with early-stage low grade endometrial 
cancer are more likely to die from cardiovascular 
disease than their endometrial cancer.14 While there 
is currently insufficient high-quality evidence to 
determine the effect of lifestyle interventions on 
survival, quality of life, or significant weight loss 
in women with a history of endometrial cancer, 
weight-loss interventions have been associated 
with improvements in breast and colorectal cancer- 
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specific survival, as well as a reduction in the risk of 
cardiovascular disease.15

Improving survivorship for women with  
endometrial cancer has been identified as an 
area of unmet need by women with endometrial  
cancer, researchers and health professionals.16

Nutrition and lifestyle advice as part of  
survivorship care may have potential to modify 
comorbidities such as cardiovascular disease and 
enhance overall quality of life.17

A previous study reported a role for health  
promotion activities after treatment for endometrial  
cancer survivors, with participants reporting  
inadequate information and having to search on 
their own for advice and support.18 An Aotearoa 
New Zealand-based qualitative interview study 
of cancer survivors reported a desire for more 
dietary information and support as part of a focus 
on health and wellbeing in the future.19

Nutrition advice is not routinely incorporated 
into the endometrial cancer care pathway. The 
aim of this study was to explore barriers and  
facilitators to delivery and uptake of nutrition 
advice to women diagnosed with endometrial 
cancer from a health professionals’ viewpoint.

Methods
Health professionals with experience in  

providing healthcare to women diagnosed with 
endometrial cancer were recruited via snowball 
sampling. Initial recruitment began from the 
researchers’ local networks. Participants were 
asked if they knew other suitable participants 
from their own networks. Contact details were  
shared, and LW directly emailed potential  
participants to invite them to take part. A wide 
range of health professions and specialities, as 
well as geographical locations across Aotearoa 
New Zealand, were invited to take part.

Participants took part in a one-on-one 
semi-structured interview with LW, who is female, 
an experienced dietitian and PhD candidate. 
CH is a biomedical scientist and SF is a health-
care researcher. CH and SF were involved in the  
development of the study protocol and analysis. 
BS is a consultant gynaecological oncologist who 
assisted with analysis and interpretation.

Interviews commenced by LW explaining 
her background as well as the goals of the PhD 
research. Time was taken to build a relationship 
with participants. Written informed consent was 
obtained from the participants.

Interviews took place face-to-face in university 

or hospital buildings, or by video call. No repeat 
interviews took place. Written interview notes 
were made. Interviews were audio-recorded, 
transcribed using Otter.aiTM software and then 
manually checked for accuracy by LW.

A topic guide was used during the interview. 
Questions included exploring awareness of high 
weight as a risk factor for endometrial cancer, 
sources of nutrition information and barriers and 
facilitators to incorporating nutrition advice in 
the clinical care. Transcripts were not returned to 
participants for checking and participants did not 
provide feedback on the findings.

Transcripts were independently reviewed and 
coded by LW, CH and SF using a combination of 
manual coding and NVivoTM software. Analysis was 
undertaken using grounded theory. An inductive  
approach was taken using reflexive thematic  
analysis. Each researcher independently developed  
codes, sub-themes and main themes to create a 
coding tree. Regular meetings, collaboration and 
discussion were used to construct final themes. 
Analysis began after ten interviews. After twelve 
interviews thematic saturation emerged. A further  
three interviews were completed to confirm  
thematic exhaustion.

Results 
Participant characteristics 

Twenty health professionals were contacted 
via email, of whom 15 volunteered to take part. 
Interviews lasted between 25 and 58 minutes. 
Four were in person, and 11 were via video call. 
Demographics and professions of participants 
are displayed below (Table 1 and 2). Participants’ 
geographical locations were spread across the Te 
Whatu Ora regions with three in Northern, nine 
in Central and three in Te Waipounamu.

Four themes and eight sub-themes were  
constructed using thematic analysis (Table 3). 
The first three were barriers to women receiving 
nutrition advice: how to navigate conversations 
about high weight, access to limited resourcing 
and health professionals feeling powerless to 
overcome system influences. The fourth theme 
explores a community approach need to facilitate 
a supportive environment and share knowledge.

Theme 1: how to navigate conversations 
Health professionals’ skills and confidence in 

navigating conversations about high weight were 
identified as barriers to knowledge being shared 
and nutrition advice being accessible.
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Table 1: Profession of participants.

Profession Number

Consultant Obstetrician and Gynaecologist 1

Consultant Gynae-Oncologist 2

Obstetrics and Gynaecology Registrar 1

Gynaecology Clinical Nurse Specialist 3

Medical Oncology Nurse 1

Medical Oncologist 1

Radiation Oncologist 1

Oncology Dietitian 2

Radiation Therapist 1

Cancer Society Nurse 1

General Practitioner 1

Table 2: Demographics of participants.

Age 

<40 years 5

>40 years 10

Ethnicity 

Māori 2

Asian 2

European 11

Gender 

Female 14

Male 1
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Table 3: Thematic structure.

Inductive codes Preliminary/sub-themes Final themes

Clinician finds conversations hard Overcoming taboo 

 

Engagement and timing

Sense of responsibility to share 
knowledge

Theme 1: how to navigate  
conversations

Blame/shame

Cultural considerations 

Differences in clinician approach

Engagement important for cancer 
treatment

Responsibility to share knowledge

Culturally appropriate care

Lack of access to nutrition care Need for improved resourcing

Survivorship care
Theme 2: access to limited  
resourcing

Format of nutrition care

Sources of information

Survivorship care

Food poverty Social determinants of health 

Theme 3: health professionals feel 
powerless to overcome system 
influences 

Health geography

Assumption that nutrition is low 
priority for low socio-economic 
group

Family/whānau approach Family/whānau and community as 
enablers 

Approach needed

Theme 4: approach needed to  
facilitate a supportive  
environment and share  
knowledge

Motivations for change

Culturally appropriate care

Primary care

Public health 
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Table 4: Example quotes for Theme 1.

Quote 

“It is a bit of a taboo subject, I think, because how do you raise it without causing offence or apportioning blame? And 
I think it’s just too hard for a lot of clinicians.” (Interviewee 15)

“I think health professionals find it hard to talk to women about weight, because of the fat shaming thing people do 
struggle. We, the health professionals, do, and I think it’s something we need to get better at doing. I think the really 
huge thing is somehow we need to get medical professionals better at tackling these kinds of those conversations 
with women.” (Interviewee 11) 

“That could then be a barrier for them accessing care and the right treatments that they need later down the line. It’s 
like, I think we are not wanting to alienate them, and we need to educate them appropriately about that. It is quite a 
difficult space to navigate.” (Interviewee 8)

“I think the women deserve to know what is causing the issue. We’re not saying this because if you lose a couple of 
kilos your cancer is going to regress. It is what it is. But moving forward, we can reduce the risk of the cancer coming 
back. Plus, we can reduce all the other comorbidity related conditions.” (Interviewee 9) 

“I think it’s difficult. I think the real answer is they don’t want to talk to me. Because I’m a bloke and I really try, but  
I think that there are possibly other people who can do it better than I can. And I’ll do my best ... I think women  
speaking to women will be better.” (Interviewee 2)

“I think talking to someone from their cultural background would be helpful. Even though their English is very good, 
some information cannot be filtered through. So, I think having somebody from their own culture.” 
(Interviewee 13)

Table 5: Example quotes for Theme 2.

Quote 

“My advice is very general. I speak to them about exercise, and I speak to them very generically about diet. I give 
as much of encouragement as possible. I give them a Green Prescription for exercise, but I don’t have any dietitian 
service I can refer to.” (Interviewee 2)

“In terms of treatment, endometrial cancer, we are treating a symptom of obesity. Then there’s the whole other range 
of cardiovascular, diabetic, joint problems. We’re just not addressing them. We’re dealing with a symptom.”  
(Interviewee 2)

“Every system has got things that they do well, don’t do well, but I honestly don’t know. I feel like our healthcare is 
kind of down there, for these women anyway. I feel awful for them.” (Interviewee 9)
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Table 6: Example quotes for Theme 3.

Quote 

“It’s cheaper to buy Coke, it’s cheaper to buy pies. It’s the whole poverty and the whole social settings there as well.” 
(Interviewee 6) 

“You can imagine in an affluent area you had to go quite a long way to find fast-food, but if you live in a less affluent 
area there were any number of places. I think that’s huge, it’s probably the main thing I’d go as far as to say.”  
(Interviewee 11)

“I would suggest that a lot of a lot of people I look after, it’s not on their radar of concern, because they have too many 
other things to worry about. Feeding the family, keeping their jobs, they don’t believe that their nutrition is important. 
I might be wrong, but I’m not sure that they know much about that.” (Interviewee 10)

Table 7: Example quotes for Theme 4.

Quote 

“Eating and food is something so heavily integrated into our society—family, whānau, friend gatherings, for reward 
or comfort. I think it is also important that the information is given is appropriate for the patients and their family and 
support network.” (Interviewee 3) 

“Women want nutrition information, but they eat what their families eat, how they were brought up eating, as their 
community does. Generally, women do best when husbands, children and whānau are engaged.” (Interviewee 4)

“So, this is not me being judgmental. But you know, when you see a patient, you need to look at everything. It’s not 
just the patient, it is the family, it is what sort of support they have. So, I think engaging with family sometimes works 
a lot better.” (Interviewee 9)

“In my experience, women are keen and motivated and want to understand, want to do well, particularly that young 
cohort … They want to have children!” (Interviewee 10)

“We had a Pacific Island health support group. It was that sort of service that was really, really, really, really valuable. 
I just found it helped us to make sure that we were really meeting the patient’s needs. Sometimes we thought we 
were, but we weren’t. So, it was the rapport building. It was everything. It was just so important.” (Interviewee 7)

“Women would want to talk; they often fall outside of western medicine practices due to their cultures, so need  
culturally appropriate interventions.” (Interviewee 4)

“I think that a lot of that has to come into primary care, I mean, a lot of the women will be seen in general practices, 
pregnancy stuff, contraceptives and smears and things. There are opportunities for the practice nurses doing the 
smears and actually being able to say to patients who are coming regularly ‘Do you know that lifestyle can reduce 
cancer?’ And using that kind of little opportunity to actually do some health promotion?” (Interviewee 11)

“The GP also has closer rapport than the extended healthcare worker, so, like, the GP can encourage people to see a  
dietitian if they are overweight.” (Interviewee 13)

“I actually think that looking at the endometrial cancer population … probably the horse has bolted by that stage. 
And in terms of preventative medicine, it needs to be with primary care and with schools. And it’s then the education 
around being taught to cook at schools, being taught to garden at schools, that sort of thing is going to change more, 
than 500 women a year who get endometrial cancer.” (Interviewee 14)
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Overcoming taboo 
Taboo, apportioning blame and not causing 

offence were discussed as reasons why participants 
did not start conversations about high weight. Two 
participants questioned whether conversations 
about high weight were taking place at all for some  
women, as the discomfort felt by the health  
professionals may mean the subject was avoided 
entirely. Finding the right language to use was  
consistently mentioned as a barrier by participants  
who were cautious to not place blame but were 
not confident in the correct respectful language to 
use to navigate a supportive conversation. Only 
one health professional was confident in initiating  
conversations. Several participants suggested 
that health professionals needed to improve their 
skills and confidence regarding approaching these  
conversations while being able to continue to build 
rapport and engagement with their patients.

Engagement and timing
Five participants felt that conversations about 

high weight should be taking place in primary 
care and were the responsibility of the oncology 
team. The time of cancer diagnosis and treatment 
planning was considered an inappropriate time 
to discuss high weight due to the perception of  
causing overload of information. Having a conver-
sation with a woman about high weight was viewed 
as potentially risky and harmful to the trusting 
relationship required for cancer treatment.

Sense of responsibility to share knowledge
Despite finding it difficult to have conversations  

about high weight, several participants felt a 
responsibility to share knowledge and provide 
education to women. 

How to share knowledge was considered a 
sensitive area, and some participants did not feel 
they were the right person. It was suggested that it 
would be better for women to be talking to women 
and that receiving advice from professionals from 
a different cultural background made it harder to 
raise and continue the conversation in a culturally  
safe way. Participants were aware that any  
public health messaging campaigns were too late 
for women already diagnosed with endometrial 
cancer but felt a responsibility to raise awareness 
to the next generation of women.

Theme 2: access to limited resources
Need for improved resourcing

Access to resources was identified as a barrier 
to providing nutrition advice for women with 

endometrial cancer. Eleven participants reported 
that nutrition advice from a professional such 
as a dietitian was not accessible. Discussion on  
nutrition and high weight was often lacking 
due to time pressures. Participants talked about  
wanting to assist women with nutrition advice 
post treatment; however, they did not know of 
appropriate community services. 

Participants were unsure where women 
received nutrition information from. Social media 
was mentioned by two dietitians as a source of 
information. The reliability and accuracy of this 
information was questioned. Some thought GPs 
and consultants were giving out nutrition and 
lifestyle information. Different localities had 
access to different services for their women, with 
one service having access to a gym programme 
and others having no access at all. 

Survivorship
Five interviewees identified a lack of  

survivorship care and highlighted this as an 
opportunity to provide women with nutrition 
advice to optimise coexisting comorbidities. 
Interviewee 2 highlighted that treatment of 
endometrial cancer with hysterectomy cured the 
cancer but did not address the causative factors 
of the cancer. Two clinical nurse specialists were 
planning to set up their own survivorship clinics 
to provide holistic care to women. Both reported 
limited access to accurate and reliable resources 
to assist with this. 

Theme 3: provider feels powerless to 
overcome system influences

Participants expressed feeling powerless to 
overcome the wider influences within society 
that contribute to women’s nutrition options 
and choices. Ten participants identified social  
determinants of health, such as rising food 
costs and prevalence of fast-food outlets in low 
socio-economic areas as barriers. The cost of fast-
food was often considered the cheaper option 
than cooking homemade meals for families who 
have limited resources. The prevalence of fast-
food takeaways in areas of high deprivation was 
also highlighted as a barrier. Two participants 
expressed their worry about targeting by fast-
food companies to low socio-economic areas. Six 
participants assumed that nutrition was a low  
priority for some women due to other life  
stressors such as caring for families, working and 
providing food. 
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Theme 4: approach needed to facilitate a 
supportive environment and share knowledge

Participants discussed that a multilevel 
approach was needed to raise awareness of high 
weight as a risk factor for cancer and to provide 
access to nutrition advice.

Family/whānau and community as enablers
Four participants highlighted the importance 

of a woman’s family/whānau and community, 
and how it can impact an individual’s health,  
lifestyle choices and decisions. The importance of  
providing advice that is accessible and suitable 
for the whole family/whānau was thought to be 
important. Two participants emphasised this by 
discussing their experiences working in largely 
Pacific populations. Intergenerational living and 
focus on childbearing were significant among 
these communities and decisions about women’s 
health were often decided at a whānau/family 
level.

A community approach to overcoming barriers  
and opening conversations about high weight 
and gynaecological conditions was considered  
essential to removing taboos and promoting 
access to information. It was felt that progress 
was being made in some of these areas by local 
community-led campaigns, but this needed to be 
followed through at all levels such as primary 
care and public health messaging.

Participants highlighted motivating factors 
that they felt were important when considering  
solutions. Conserving fertility for future children  
and being healthy for current children and  
grandchildren were considered highly motivating 
factors.

Approach needed
Partnership with Māori- and Pacific-led services  

was thought to be important to ensure that 
the advice given was culturally appropriate.  
Participants were aware that women may feel 
more comfortable when speaking with women 
of their own culture. One nurse discussed how 
she was planning to set up a survivorship clinic 
in partnership with Pacific and Māori cancer 
nurse specialists. Building partnerships with local 
cultural health services was seen to facilitate 
the delivery of culturally appropriate nutrition 
advice.

Tertiary clinicians often assumed conversations  
about nutrition and lifestyle were taking place in 
primary care. Primary care was identified as an 
area to begin conversations about nutrition and 

lifestyle. This was because women have more  
regular contact and longer-term relationships 
with their primary care team. 

Participants suggested that public health  
messaging was needed to educate on the link 
between high weight and cancer to raise aware-
ness in the community. Several acknowledged 
that this is a difficult topic to talk about publicly 
and difficult to get the messaging right; however, 
they felt that women should have access to the 
knowledge.

Four participants suggested that public health 
initiatives needed to be directed at the next  
generation of women by increasing healthy eating  
education in schools and teaching young people 
cooking skills. Interventions targeting women 
already diagnosed with endometrial cancer were 
considered too late and young women in the 
next generation needed to have access to healthy  
eating and activity education programs so they 
were empowered.

Discussion
The aim of this study was to explore the barriers  

and facilitators to the delivery and uptake of 
nutrition advice for women with a history of 
endometrial cancer from the perspective of 
healthcare professionals. Our findings reveal that 
having open conversations about high weight, 
limited resourcing and system influences were 
all perceived barriers. Health professionals had 
suggestions on how to facilitate a supportive  
environment for nutrition advice to be accessible. 

Not knowing how to initiate a conversation 
about high weight is common, with both health 
professionals and people living with high weight 
reporting hesitation.20 When weight is discussed, 
the language used, the tone of the consultation 
and the nature of the advice are considered  
critical to create an environment that is safe for 
both the health professional and women.21 A  
qualitative study of women with high weight and 
a history of endometrial cancer found that most 
health providers did not discuss high weight, 
despite women reporting a desire to have been 
counselled specifically on the association with 
endometrial cancer.22 Health professionals’ skills 
and confidence in managing conversations about 
high weight have been recognised and identified 
as an area for improvement.23,24 Our qualitative  
study identifies this need among health  
professionals in Aotearoa New Zealand when  
discussing survivorship after endometrial cancer. 
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There is an increasing need for survivorship 
support. International guidelines identify that 
cancer survivors are at risk of developing other 
primary cancers and chronic conditions, and  
recommend health promotion activities for  
all cancer survivors.25 Multiple studies have  
identified the correlation of cardiovascular risk 
factors in women with a history of endometrial 
cancer and suggest health promotion activities 
to modify traditional risk factors.11,13 Our study 
has identified that there is a significant lack of 
resources in the provision of nutrition and other 
lifestyle advice for endometrial cancer survivors. 
Due to this, survivorship care is not routine and 
is being developed at local levels by clinical nurse  
specialists due to local need being identified.

This study identified that health professionals 
feel powerless to overcome system barriers such 
as access to healthy food, prevalence of fast-food 
outlets in low socio-economic areas and financial 
burden. Two studies have identified that women 
living in socially deprived areas are more likely to 
present with advanced endometrial cancer, thus 
compounding the impact social determinants can 
have on the prevalence and presentation of the 
disease.26,27

It is well documented that people living in low 
socio-economic areas are more likely to be living 
with high weight and its associated comorbidities.  
Within Aotearoa New Zealand, research has 
shown a high growth rate in endometrial cancer  
cases in under 50-year-old women living in the 
most socio-economically deprived quintiles of 
Auckland.28 In 2009, Richardson stated “over-
weight and obesity cannot be managed only at the 
individual level. Community level policy changes 
and interventions are needed to complement 
individual efforts.”29 This agrees with our findings 
that policy changes and community actions are 
required.

Our study highlights that assumptions can 
be made by health professionals about whether 
nutrition is important to individual women 
and whether women have the means to make  
decisions and choices about their nutrition. This 
unconscious bias may disadvantage women 
and result in different recommendations and  
inconsistent application of clinical guidelines by 
health professionals which could disempower 
women.30

Participants highlighted several areas for 
improvement to facilitate and empower women to  
have access to nutrition advice. Recommendations  
include health promotion initiatives that are family- 
focused and community-led, overcoming the taboo 
of talking about gynaecology and high weight, 
as well as harnessing motivating factors such as 
maintaining fertility. Engaging with local cultural 
health providers, initiating nutrition and lifestyle 
conversations in primary care, raising awareness  
of the links between high weight and cancer 
through public health messaging, and educating 
and empowering the next generation were all  
recommended steps to facilitate a supportive 
environment where knowledge is shared with 
women.

A strength of this study is the in-depth  
interviews conducted by a researcher independent  
from the clinical departments of the interviewees.  
A wide range of health professionals were  
interviewed. Paraphrasing and summarising  
were used through the interviews by the 
researcher to clarify meaning and increase rigour 
to the data collected. Three researchers read and 
coded all the transcripts independently, allowing 
for investigator triangulation to achieve themes, 
increase rigour and thus reduce observer bias. 
A completed Consolidated Criteria for Reporting 
Qualitative research (COREQ) checklist is provided  
for this research (Appendix 1). A limitation of 
this study is that thirteen of the interviewees 
were employed by tertiary health services, one by  
primary care services and one by an independent 
charity. This may influence the transferability of 
the results. 

Endometrial cancer cases are increasing  
globally. Due to high rates of successful treatment  
for early-stage cases, there are increasing  
numbers of women who require survivorship 
care. This research builds on evidence of a lack 
of survivorship care for women with a history 
of endometrial cancer. Resourcing survivorship 
care and addressing the barriers identified may 
have the potential to have a significant impact on 
all-cause morbidity and mortality for women who 
have experienced endometrial cancer. This may 
be enabled through further understanding of how 
to overcome barriers and promote facilitators. 
Communication and partnership with women are 
imperative to achieving this.
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Appendix 1: COREQ (COnsolidated criteria for REporting Qualitative 
research) Checklist.
A checklist of items that should be included in reports of qualitative research. You must report the page 
number in your manuscript where you consider each of the items listed in this checklist. If you have 
not included this information, either revise your manuscript accordingly before submitting or note N/A.

Topic Item no. Guide questions/description Reported on 
page no.

Domain 1: research team and reflexivity

Personal characteristics

Interviewer/facilitator 1 Which author/s conducted the interview or focus group? 3

Credentials 2 What were the researcher’s credentials? e.g., PhD, MD 3

Occupation 3 What was their occupation at the time of the study? 3

Gender 4 Was the researcher male or female? 3

Experience and training 5 What experience or training did the researcher have? 3

Relationship with participants

Relationship established 6
Was a relationship established prior to study  
commencement?

3

Participant knowledge of 
the interviewer

7
What did the participants know about the researcher? 
e.g., personal goals, reasons for doing the research

3

Interviewer characteristics 8
What characteristics were reported about the  
interviewer/facilitator? e.g., bias, assumptions,  
reasons and interests in the research topic

3

Domain 2: study design

Theoretical framework

Methodological  
orientation and theory

9

What methodological orientation was stated to  
underpin the study? e.g., grounded theory, discourse 
analysis, ethnography, phenomenology, content  
analysis

3

Participant selection

Sampling 10
How were participants selected? e.g., purposive,  
convenience, consecutive, snowball

3

Method of approach 11
How were participants approached? e.g., face-to-face, 
telephone, mail, email

4

Sample size 12 How many participants were in the study? 4

Non-participation 13
How many people refused to participate or dropped 
out? Reasons?

4
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Topic Item no. Guide questions/description Reported on 
page no.

Domain 2: study design

Setting

Setting of data collection 14
Where was the data collected? e.g., home, clinic,  
workplace

3

Presence of  
non-participants

15
Was anyone else present besides the participants and 
researchers?

3

Description of sample 16
What are the important characteristics of the sample? 
e.g., demographic data, date

4

Data collection

Interview guide 17
Were questions, prompts, guides provided by the  
authors? Was it pilot tested?

3

Repeat interviews 18 Were repeat interviews carried out? If yes, how many? 3

Audio/visual recording 19
Did the research use audio or visual recording to collect 
the data?

3

Field notes 20
Were field notes made during and/or after the interview 
or focus group?

3

Duration 21 What was the duration of the interviews or focus group? 4

Data saturation 22 Was data saturation discussed? 4

Transcripts returned 23
Were transcripts returned to participants for comment 
and/or correction?

3

Domain 3: analysis and findings

Data analysis

Number of data coders 24 How many data coders coded the data? 3

Description of the coding 
tree 

25 Did authors provide a description of the coding tree? 5–6

Derivation of themes 26
Were themes identified in advance or derived from the 
data?

4

Software 27
What software, if applicable, was used to manage the 
data?

3

Participant checking 28 Did participants provide feedback on the findings? 3

Reporting

Quotations presented 29
Were participant quotations presented to illustrate the 
themes/findings? Was each quotation identified? e.g., 
participant number

7–12

Appendix 1 (continued): COREQ (COnsolidated criteria for REporting Qualitative research) Checklist.
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Developed from: Tong A, Sainsbury P, Craig J. Consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative research 
(COREQ): a 32-item checklist for interviews and focus groups. Int J Qual Health Care. 2007 Dec;19(6):349-
357. doi: 10.1093/intqhc/mzm042.

Once you have completed this checklist, please save a copy and upload it as part of your  
submission. DO NOT include this checklist as part of the main manuscript document. It must be 
uploaded as a separate file.

Topic Item no. Guide questions/description Reported on 
page no.

Domain 3: analysis and findings

Reporting

Data and findings  
consistent

30
Was there consistency between the data presented and 
the findings?

7–12

Clarity of major themes 31 Were major themes clearly presented in the findings? 4

Clarity of minor themes 32
Is there a description of diverse cases or discussion of 
minor themes?

6–12

Appendix 1 (continued): COREQ (COnsolidated criteria for REporting Qualitative research) Checklist.
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Appendix 2: Topic guide.

1. Link between high weight and endometrial cancer

• What do you know regarding nutrition, high weight and endometrial cancer?

• Thinking about the women you work with, do you think there is knowledge of the link of nutrition, high 
weight and endometrial cancer?

2. Nutrition advice in the endometrial cancer care pathway

• Do you know where women with endometrial cancer get information about nutrition and lifestyle?

• During women’s journeys from initial symptoms to diagnosis and treatment, have you heard of women 
receiving lifestyle and nutrition advice from a registered professional?

3. What nutrition advice is needed?

• In your experience, what information would women want with regards to nutrition and lifestyle?

• In what format and from whom do you think women would like to receive nutrition and lifestyle  
advice?

4. Approaching women to participate in nutrition research 

• Do you think women will be willing to talk about nutrition/lifestyle and their endometrial cancer care 
pathway experience?

• Given I am European and I am aiming to consult women of all ethnicities, particularly Māori and  
Pacific, how would you recommend I go about recruitment and interviews?

5. Who else should I speak to?

In order to get a wide range of information from professionals working with women with endometrial  
cancer, who else would you recommend I talk to?

Appendix 2: Health professionals’ viewpoint—nutrition advice for 
endometrial cancer.
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A glimpse into the incidence and 
mortality of aortic dissection in 
Aotearoa New Zealand
Eric TA Lim, Adib Khanafer

abstract
background: Aortic dissection is a lethal medical diagnosis associated with high morbidity and mortality. Currently published studies 
have noted a rising incidence of aortic dissection globally as well as a downward trend in mortality secondary to aortic dissection. 
There remains no nationally available study here in Aotearoa New Zealand looking into the incidence and mortality of aortic dissection. 
method: A retrospective observational study was performed using data extracted from the Manatū Hauora – Ministry of Health 
National Minimum Dataset (NMDS) from 1 July 2001 to 30 June 2021. Diagnosis of aortic dissection was based on the ICD-10 version 2 
code for aortic dissection (I7100). Population-based statistics were obtained from Statistics New Zealand. 
result: A total of 4,737 patients were included in the study over the 20-year period. The incidence rate of aortic dissection in Aotearoa 
New Zealand is rising and the current median incidence rate is 4.99 per 100,000 per annum. The mortality rate from aortic dissection is 
slowly decreasing in Aotearoa New Zealand and the current median mortality rate is 2.19 per 100,000 per annum. 
conclusion: There appears to be a rise in the incidence of aortic dissection in Aotearoa New Zealand and a decrease in the mortality rate.

Aortic dissection is considered an uncommon 
medical presentation, yet it is associated 
with high morbidity and mortality if not  

recognised. The increased awareness of aortic  
dissection, the ease of access to healthcare as well 
as the advancement of medical imaging has allowed 
for prompt diagnosis of aortic dissection. 

Aortic dissection can be classified based on the 
Stanford classification as type A or type B.1,2 This 
is the most commonly used clinical classification. 
The other well-known classification system is the 
DeBakey classification, which is more descriptive  
but less commonly used in clinical practice. In 
recent years, a new distinct type has been proposed,  
known as non-A non-B aortic dissection.1 
Diagnosis of aortic dissection is confirmed by 
computed tomography angiography (CTA) or 
magnetic resonance aortography (MRA).1 This is 
characterised by the presence of a “true lumen”, 
which refers to the initial channel of blood flow, 
and a “false lumen”, which is a new channel  
created between the layers of the aortic wall, 
from our understanding of the pathophysiology 
of the disease.2 

It is noted that the incidence of aortic dissection 
has been on the rise over the years, with mortality  
being on the downtrend.3,4 Current incidence of 
aortic dissection globally is quoted to be at 4.8 
per 100,000 per annum.3 This is a clear difference 

compared to previously published studies from 
more than 10 years ago, which demonstrated 
the global incidence of aortic dissection to be at 
3.4 per 100,000 per annum.3 Locally in Aotearoa 
New Zealand, currently available studies only 
looked at the incidence of aortic dissection in one  
specific region rather than nationally.5 Thus, to 
date, there are no published studies looking into the  
incidence of aortic dissection and its mortality in 
New Zealand. Therefore, this study is aimed at 
identifying the incidence and mortality of aortic 
dissection in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

Methods
We performed a retrospective observational 

study looking at patients diagnosed with aortic 
dissection. Data were obtained from the publicly 
available Manatū Hauora – Ministry of Health of 
New Zealand National Minimum Dataset (NMDS) 
from 1 July 2001 to 30 June 2021. The diagnosis of 
aortic dissection was based on the International 
Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) version 2 code 
for aortic dissection (I7100), which includes 
patients with a diagnosis of aortic dissection, 
unspecified site (I7100), aortic dissection, thoracic 
(I7101), aortic dissection, abdominal (I7102) and 
aortic dissection, thoracoabdominal (I7103) in the 
study. Population-based statistics were obtained 
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from publicly available data from Statistics New 
Zealand. Data were analysed using Microsoft 
Excel. Categorical data are presented as counts 
(percentages). Ethical approval was not required 
due to the nature of the study design.

Results
A total of 4,737 patients were included in 

the study over the 20-year period. There were 
2,830 male patients and 1,907 female patients. 
Most of the patients identified themselves as NZ 
European/Pakeha (55.3%). This was followed by 
Māori at 19.3% and Pacific Islanders 8.8% (Table 
1). Aortic dissection appears to be more common 
in the 50–80-year-old age group, with the mode 
being in the 70–79-year-old age group. In terms 
of gender, the peak incidence of aortic dissection  

for males is younger, in the 60–69-year-old 
age group; however, for females, this is in the 
70–79-year-old age group (Figure 1).

Over the 20-year data period, the incidence 
of aortic dissection in Aotearoa New Zealand 
has been rising steadily (Figure 2). Based on 
the population data obtained from Statistics 
New Zealand, the calculated median incidence 
of aortic dissection in New Zealand is 4.99 per 
100,000 per annum. 

In terms of mortality from aortic dissection, this 
appears to have been slowly decreasing over the 
past 20 years (Figure 3). The calculated median 
mortality rate from aortic dissection is 2.19 per 
100,000 annum in Aotearoa New Zealand. Our 
data show that most deaths due to aortic dissection 
occur in the 70–79-year-old age group. This is the 
same when stratified based on gender (Figure 4).

Table 1: Demographics.

Age group Male Female

<20 11 (0.2%) 3 (0.1%)

20–29 30 (0.6%) 20 (0.4%)

30–39 127 (2.7%) 49 (1.0%)

40–49 313 (6.6%) 112 (2.4%)

50–59 607 (12.8%) 263 (5.6%)

60–69 712 (15.0%) 430 (9.1%)

70–79 665 (14.0%) 560 (11.8%)

80–89 334 (7.1%) 402 (8.5%)

90–99 31 (0.7%) 68 (1.4%)

Ethnicity

NZ European/Pākehā 1,517 (32.0%) 1,104 (23.3%)

Māori 546 (11.5%) 371 (7.8%)

Pacific Islander 246 (5.2%) 171 (3.6%)

Other European 258 (5.4%) 123 (2.6%)

Asian 164 (3.5%) 99 (2.1%)

Other 60 (1.3%) 24 (0.5%)

Not stated 39 (0.8%) 15 (0.3%)
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Figure 1: Incidence of aortic dissection by age group and gender.

Figure 2: Incidence of aortic dissection per financial year.
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Figure 3: Mortality from aortic dissection per financial year.

Figure 4: Number of deaths due to aortic dissection by age group and gender.
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Discussion
The current median incidence of aortic dissection  

in Aotearoa New Zealand is comparable to the 
incidence rates reported by other countries 
world-wide such as Canada, the United States 
of America, Italy and Taiwan.3 Despite being  
geographically close, the incidence of aortic  
dissection in Aotearoa New Zealand is lower com-
pared to Australia.3,6 However, the only available 
study on the incidence of aortic dissection from 
Australia is based in a single region and may not 
be completely reflective of the overall incidence 
in the country.6 The observed incidence in New 
Zealand is comparably lower than in the United 
Kingdom, which has an incidence rate of 6 per 
100,000 per annum.7 One of the possible reasons 
to account for this difference is the significant 
over-representation of Europeans in the study in 
comparison to other ethnic groups.7 

Our study demonstrates that aortic dissection 
is more common in the third quarter of life with a 
male predominance in comparison to their female 
counterparts. It is noted that males tend to present 
slightly younger with aortic dissection compared 
to females. This is not only true with the peak 
incidence for males happening in a younger age 
group than in females, but also in general (Figure 
1). This is similar to the data from the International 
Registry of Acute Aortic Dissection (IRAD).8 One 
exception was noted from Figure 1, which shows 
that after the age of 80 years old, females have a 
higher incidence of aortic dissection. One possible 
explanation to this observed difference could be 
attributed to the life expectancy of males in New 
Zealand, which is quoted to be up to 80 years old.9 
Therefore, as a consequence, there is less of the 
male population remaining in the octogenarian 
and older groups. A similar finding can also be 
observed in Figure 4.

It is also evident that there is a small proportion 
of cases of aortic dissection that occur in the group 
under 30 years of age (Figure 1). Connective tissue 
disease—such as Marfan syndrome—is associated 
with aortic dissection and patients tend to present at 

a much younger age group.2,8 Interestingly, Marfan 
syndrome is known to occur equally in both males 
and females, but in Figure 1 we see a male pre-
dominance that could suggest other aetiologies 
being involved in causing aortic dissection in the 
younger population. Among the other possible  
causes could be trauma, illicit drug use and  
anatomical variations such as presence of a 
bicuspid aortic valve.8 This reasoning can also 
be applied to what is observed in Figure 4 with 
regards to a number of deaths noted in the 
younger age group (less than 30 years old). 

The limitation in our study is attributed to its 
retrospective nature and therefore reliance on 
correct clinical coding of the diagnosis of aortic  
dissection. From this, we are unable to differentiate 
between each sub type of aortic dissection—type 
A and type B—in order to determine their specific 
incidence rates. Nevertheless, our study is able 
to provide a snapshot into the current landscape 
of what the incidence and mortality rates from  
aortic dissection are in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

Our study reports on observed incidence rather 
than actual incidence. This becomes relevant with 
regards to identifying if the rise in aortic dissection 
incidence is due to better recognition rather than 
being a true epidemic. The suspicion is that this is 
likely to be multifactorial, from better awareness 
and ease of access to imaging modalities. However,  
the only way to be certain this is not a true  
rising epidemic would be to perform a prospective 
cohort study. 

Conclusion
There appears to be a rising incidence of aortic  

dissection in Aotearoa New Zealand, similar 
to what is being observed world-wide. Further  
prospective studies should be done to map out 
the exact incidence of the different sub-types of 
aortic dissection. There should be a push towards 
better control of cardiovascular risk factors, 
which would hopefully lead to a reduced risk of 
New Zealanders developing aortic dissection in 
the future. 
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Connectivity for point-of-care testing 
results: a call for change 
A New Zealand national point-of-care testing 
advisory group (NZ POCT AG) position statement
Samarina MA Musaad, Vanessa Buchan, Geoff Herd, on behalf of the NZ POCT AG

abstract
This article hopes to minimise challenges such as result transcription errors, undocumented tests and results, delays in management 
and over-testing, by making seven recommendations in support of implementing nation-wide connectivity for point-of-care testing. 
The ultimate goal is to facilitate safer and equitable point-of-care medical laboratory testing throughout the patient journey and in all 
geographical locations of New Zealand. The recommendations have been endorsed by the New Zealand Society for Pathologists and 
The New Zealand Institute of Medical Laboratory Science. 

Connectivity for point-of-care testing (POCT) 
results helps ensure that clinicians have 
access to complete and accurate diagnostic  

information for decision making. It is the capability  
of a POCT device to link electronically with the 
laboratory, hospital information systems and 
patients’ permanent electronic medical record 
or general practice patient management systems. 
Connectivity facilitates continuity of patient care 
and quality assurance of POCT practices.

Electronic transfer of results for laboratory- 
based testing is a given, and yet, the state of  
connectivity for POCT is highly inconsistent 
across New Zealand, depending on individual 
organisations and their progress in this space. 
There are regional, bureaucratic, operational and 
fiscal barriers to implementation at the expense 
of an increased and avoidable clinical risk to 
patients. Variations in these barriers would lead 
to inequitable care. This article highlights the 
need for connectivity of POCT devices in New  
Zealand wherever POCT is conducted by discussing 
its benefits, the risks directly associated with lack 
of connectivity and barriers to implementation. It 
seeks to draw the attention of funders and policy 
makers to the current state of connectivity in the 
country and to canvass clinical and political will 
for improvement.

Background and context
A glucose result on a neonate was transcribed 

into the notes as 4.1 mmol/L. The correct glucose 
result transmitted from the connected glucose 
meter to the patient’s electronic medical record 
was 1.4 mmol/L. The clinical range for neonatal 
glucose is 2.6 to 8.0 mmol/L. This was a true near 
miss. See Appendix 1 for more real-life examples 
of near misses and incidences contributed to by 
using unconnected POCT devices. 

POCT is medical laboratory testing carried out 
at the “point of care”. It is also known as “bedside  
testing” or “near patient testing” and is carried out 
in a variety of settings including hospital wards, 
emergency departments, intensive care units, 
operating theatres, outpatient clinics, pharmacies,  
community general practice, marae and in patient 
homes.

Connectivity is the capability of a POCT device 
to link electronically with laboratory and hospital  
information systems and patients’ electronic  
medical records (EMR) in hospitals and primary 
care. Connectivity is a standard of care for POCT. It 
is a requirement of the New Zealand Best Practice  
Guidelines for Point-of-Care Testing1 where  
possible, and of the Australasian Association of 
Clinical Biochemists (AACB) Point-of-Care Testing 
Implementation Guide.2 

Electronic transfer of results for laboratory- 
based testing is an expected given, yet currently, 
connectivity for POCT is highly inconsistent across 
New Zealand, depending on individual organisa-
tions’ infrastructure and set-up. For example, most 
of the large metropolitan hospitals use a wide range 
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of POCT devices and have extensive connectivity 
systems for monitoring devices, quality assurance 
and integration of test results in the patient EMR.  
In contrast, medium sized hospitals have incom-
plete connectivity systems for POCT. Small rural 
hospitals without on-site laboratory support rely 
on POCT for decision making. However, these 
hospitals often have very limited connectivity 
and consequently, the test results from the point-
of-care (POC) devices used at these hospitals may 
not be included in the EMR. In addition, these test 
results are not available for review by clinicians 
at the referral hospitals within the region.

A main challenge is that the scope and scale of 
POCT in New Zealand is extensive and includes 
a large number of devices used in many clinical  
settings. These devices range from simple dipstick  
tests (many of which have no connectivity  
capability) and polymerase chain reaction tests 
used to screen for and detect SARS-CoV-2 or  
Influenza A and B, to expensive and complex  
blood analysers with connectivity capability. 
All these tests are performed by a large number  
of staff who are non-laboratory trained, e.g., 
nurses, pharmacists, midwives or clinicians. In 
addition, some devices are used by patients and 
whānau. Where a device does not have inherent 
connectivity capability, alternative technologies 
can be leveraged, e.g., the rapid antigen test (RAT) 
catcher technology used for SARS-CoV-2 POCT 
(RAT test) screening. Unlike straightforward 
connectivity, such technology involves human 
input. When available, connectable RAT tests 
should replace current RAT tests.

Te Whatu Ora – Health New Zealand  
advocates for regional and national plans to 
bring healthcare closer to home, supporting 
primary care and ensuring safe and equitable 
healthcare delivery. Patient care is a continuum:  
home  primary care  secondary care   
tertiary care; POCT connectivity is an important  
aspect of such a continuum and of the new 
health delivery paradigm to deliver equitable  
standardised services across New Zealand.

For connectivity to be implemented, there 
needs to be political and logistic integration 
across the health system framework of funding,  
delivery and education/governance and, indeed, 
end users and beneficiaries. Connectivity for  
POCT requires buy-in from a wide range of  
agencies, including: Manatū Hauora – Ministry of 
Health, Te Whatu Ora – Health New Zealand, Te 
Aka Whai Ora – Māori Health Authority, Health 
Information Technology groups, Pharmaceutical 

Management Agency (Pharmac), New Zealand 
Medicines and Medical Devices Safety Authority 
(Medsafe), Royal New Zealand College of General 
Practitioners, Hauora Taiwhenua – Rural Health 
Network, Pasifika Medical Association Group, 
Royal New Zealand College of Urgent Care, College 
of Nurses Aotearoa (NZ), New Zealand College  
of Midwives, Pharmaceutical Society of New  
Zealand, private hospitals, Ara Poutama Aotearoa 
– Department of Corrections, New Zealand 
Defence Force, St John Ambulance, community 
health providers, marae, patients, and all other 
providers and users of POCT in New Zealand.  
In addition, the manufacturers and local  
suppliers of POCT devices are essential for the 
successful implementation and ongoing support 
of connectivity systems.

All the above create bureaucratic, operational 
and fiscal challenges to providing a standardised 
fit-for-purpose model, at the expense of an 
increased and avoidable clinical risk to patients. 

Repercussions of lack of connectivity for 
POCT results include, but are not limited to: 1) 
management without knowledge of all tests  
previously conducted, giving rise to avoidable 
medical intervention and under or over-prescribing,  
2) incomplete or inaccurate clinical records due 
to typographical errors arising from manual  
transcription necessary in the absence of  
electronic  connectivity, and 3) delays in disposition  
or treatment while waiting for repeat testing, all 
of which potentially carry significant clinical and 
medico-legal risk at provider and organisational  
levels. Repeat testing and investigating clin-
ical incidences have financial and resource  
implications. Furthermore, lack of connectivity 
compromises quality assurance practices, because 
connectivity is a key component for device  
management such as customisation (e.g., gender  
and age adjusted reference ranges), software 
upgrades, quality control (an essential frequent 
check to ensure the device is functioning as 
expected) and operator lock out for untrained  
operators. Connected devices can alert POCT 
coordinators to device malfunction. Newer 
POCT devices, such as glucose meters with  
connectivity, assist operators to perform tests  
correctly. For example, the device will not  
perform the test measurement if the patient 
specimen is clotted or there is insufficient  
specimen applied to the test strip. Therefore, 
consumers and patients who use unconnected 
POCT devices receive substandard care.
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Benefits of connectivity include, but are 
not limited to:

1. Helping ensure test results are accurate and 
clinically reliable.

2. Ensuring continuity of care by allowing test 
results undertaken by the patient/user to be 
accessible to all clinicians providing care, 
e.g., a tertiary clinician knowing a result 
of a test performed by the patient/primary 
provider and vice versa. 

3. Mitigating risk due to human transcription 
errors.

4. Reducing clinical risk and supporting safer 
patient care.

5. Health cost saving through reduction of 
repeat testing.

6. Supporting public health measures and 
epidemiological data gathering and data 
mining when needed.

7. Ensuring all devices/tests are connected, 
supporting equity of care across New 
Zealand, with quality-integrated testing in 
patients’ localities throughout the country.

8. Connectivity across New Zealand, helping 
assist with capturing and reporting of 
clinical adverse events associated with POCT 
devices and tests.3 

9. Improving quality assurance practices.
10. Providing support for medico-legal 

accountability for health carers and their 
organisations.

11. Traceability facilitating post-market 
surveillance.

Barriers to implementation

1. Connectivity solutions are expensive. Each 
organisation is required to capitally fund 
the project start-up and ongoing operational 
cost. A national approach would be highly 
advantageous and create efficiencies across 
the health system. 

2. Concerns about patient confidentiality. 
Some patients may not desire connectivity 
for their test results for personal reasons. 
Patient consent should always be sought.

3. Information technology security concerns 
can be minimised by working with health 
information technology structures that 
already exist in our health system.

4. A conceptual barrier exists, in that a 
carefully thought-out national quality 
assurance framework for POCT needs 

to be implemented. This may need to be 
individualised and adapted to various 
geographies, but the underpinnings should 
be uniformity of access to standardised 
quality POCT.

Summary and recommendations 
The current state of connectivity for POCT is 

highly variable across New Zealand, creating 
avoidable clinical risk and inequity in service 
delivery which a national solution could address. 
Connectivity is achievable where there is clinical  
and political will. For these reasons, the NZ POCT AG 
makes the following recommendations, endorsed  
by the New Zealand Society for Pathologists 
(NZSP) and The New Zealand Institute of Medical  
Laboratory Science (NZIMLS):

1. Recommendation: real time and historical 
results (with patient consent) from POCT 
devices in any geographical location in New 
Zealand should be universally accessible to 
health carers involved in the patient’s care.  
Rationale: POC diagnostic information and 
test results are not universally integrated 
within the patient’s EMR. 

2. Recommendation: a secure means of 
actioning recommendation 1 should be 
implemented using alternative technologies 
until connectable POCT devices are in the 
market. 
Rationale: a number of devices in New 
Zealand do not have connectivity capability.

3. Recommendation: patients should be allowed 
to share their results with their health 
providers. 
Rationale: many POC tests are performed 
by patients on themselves (or use wearable 
devices) or by caregivers. Patients and 
whānau should be informed and have access 
to devices with connectivity capability.

4. Recommendation: implementation of a 
nation-wide connectivity framework for 
POCT tests, leveraging existing successful 
connectivity platforms and championed 
by Manatū Hauora – Ministry of Health, Te 
Whatu Ora – Health New Zealand and Te 
Aka Whai Ora – Māori Health Authority, 
is needed to help integrate patients’ POCT 
results within their EMR in all settings. 
Rationale: a nation-wide connectivity 
framework for POCT tests does not exist.

5. Recommendation: a process is required 
to conduct an immediate, and periodic, 
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gaps and needs assessment of the state of 
connectivity solutions across the health 
continuum to inform a sustainable work 
plan.  
Rationale: the scope and scale of POCT is 
evolving and expanding rapidly. 

6. Recommendation: the existing funding and 
regulatory agencies, Pharmac and Medsafe, 
respectively, and any future purchasing 
and regulatory bodies, should incorporate 
connectivity as an essential component 
for funding decisions and regulation of 
POCT devices. These decisions must be 
made in accordance with the NZ POCT AG 
recommendations submitted to the select 

committee on the Therapeutics Products Bill 
currently before Parliament.4  
Rationale: consideration and financial 
support of connectivity for POCT devices is 
not currently a priority.

7. Recommendation: an Adverse Events 
Management System (AEMS) should be 
implemented in the interest of patient 
safety,3 and was also recommended in the 
NZ POCT AG submission on the Therapeutics 
Products Bill.4 The success of such a system 
would depend on successful connectivity for 
POCT devices. 
Rationale: New Zealand does not have an 
integrated national AEMS for POCT devices. 
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Appendix 1: Scenarios.
Examples of more real-life clinical risks associated with lack of connectivity: 

1. An operator/health carer missed recording a positive urine pregnancy test. The patient was 
exposed to a radiological investigation with the risk of harm to the unborn foetus.

2. Surgically operating on a patient without knowing their COVID-19 rapid antigen test result 
because of delays in implementing connectivity.

3. An International Normalised Ratio (INR) result for warfarin monitoring, requiring medical 
intervention may not be viewable by the treating clinician; this can result in mismanagement, 
bleeding, or thrombosis.

4. Patient C says they had two POCT Hepatitis C screening tests. Dr F cannot find a record of the tests 
and results. The test is repeated.
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Continued mitigation needed to 
minimise the high health burden from 
COVID-19 in Aotearoa New Zealand
Michael G Baker, Amanda Kvalsvig, Michael J Plank, Jemma L Geoghegan, Teresa Wall, 
Collin Tukuitonga, Jennifer Summers, Julie Bennett, John Kerr, Nikki Turner, Sally 
Roberts, Kelvin Ward, Bryan Betty, Q Sue Huang, Nigel French, Nick Wilson

abstract 
In this article we review the COVID-19 pandemic experience in Aotearoa New Zealand and consider the optimal ongoing response  
strategy. We note that this pandemic virus looks likely to result in future waves of infection that diminish in size over time, depending 
on such factors as viral evolution and population immunity. However, the burden of disease remains high with thousands of infections, 
hundreds of hospitalisations and tens of deaths each week, and an unknown burden of long-term illness (long COVID). Alongside this 
there is a considerable burden from other important respiratory illnesses, including influenza and RSV, that needs more attention. 
Given this impact and the associated health inequities, particularly for Māori and Pacific Peoples, we consider that an ongoing respiratory  
disease mitigation strategy is appropriate for New Zealand. As such, the previously described “vaccines plus” approach (involving  
vaccination and public health and social measures), should now be integrated with the surveillance and control of other important  
respiratory infections. Now is also a time for New Zealand to build on the lessons from the COVID-19 pandemic to enhance preparedness 
nationally and internationally. New Zealand’s experience suggests elimination (or ideally exclusion) should be the default first choice for 
future pandemics of sufficient severity.

This viewpoint article reviews the past, current 
and potential continuing health impact of 
COVID-19 in Aotearoa New Zealand. It aims 

to identify the optimal response to this pandemic 
as it transitions to being an endemic infectious  
disease. It also considers how we can build 
pandemic preparedness nationally and inter-
nationally based on lessons from COVID-19,  
particularly as it is experienced by the most 
affected groups. In addition, it addresses questions 
about the relative effectiveness of the New Zealand 
response to date, the stringency of control measures 
and the factors associated with excess mortality 
during the pandemic.

Epidemiology and impact of 
the COVID-19 pandemic in New 
Zealand

The World Health Organization (WHO) removed 
the designation of the COVID-19 pandemic as a 
public health emergency of international concern 
(PHEIC) on 5 May 2023.1 This change signified its 
shift from requiring emergency control measures 
but did not refer to its global pandemic status or 
continuing health impact. And on 15 August the 

New Zealand Government removed the remaining 
COVID-19 mandates covering self-isolation and 
wearing of face masks for visitors to healthcare 
facilities.2 Consequently, this is a suitable time to 
review the current status of the pandemic in New 
Zealand and the associated response measures.

The broad features of the surveillance and 
epidemiology of COVID-19 in New Zealand are 
described in Appendix 1 and summarised below:

• Disease surveillance and wastewater testing 
data suggest COVID-19 infection since 
January 2022 has occurred as a series of 
four pandemic waves of diminishing size 
(though there were small waves of infection 
in 2020 and 2021, these are better described 
as outbreaks that were either eliminated 
or well controlled). These waves were 
associated with a succession of Omicron 
subvariants.3 There were 2.1 million cases 
reported in 2022.

• COVID-19 is a major cause of hospitalisation 
in New Zealand, resulting in 22,426 
hospitalisations in 2022.4

• COVID-19 has become a leading cause of 
death in New Zealand. It resulted in 2,448 
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deaths (attributed to COVID-19 as the 
underlying or contributory cause) in 2022 
(6.3% of 38,574 total reported deaths that 
year).4,5

• COVID-19 remains an important source of 
inequities, with Māori and Pacific Peoples 
markedly more likely than Asian, European 
and other New Zealanders to be admitted 
to hospital and die from this infection.6 In 
addition, high case rates have been observed 
in occupations relating to education, retail 
and hospitality.7 

• It is common to experience new health 
problems following a COVID-19 infection,8,9 

and the high baseline of infections and 
reinfections during 2022–2023 has led to 
the emergence of long COVID, particularly 
among population groups with high 
infection rates.10,11

• New Zealand managed to sustain relatively 
low excess mortality during widespread 
Omicron infections,12 and cumulative excess 
mortality in New Zealand from January 2020 
to June 2023 remains close to zero (Figure 7, 
Appendix 1). 

Future course of the pandemic
The future course of the pandemic is difficult to 

estimate. It depends on the interaction of organism  
factors (such as ongoing viral evolution), host  
factors (such as waning natural and post- 
vaccination immunity, which also reflects vaccine 
improvements) and environmental factors (such 
as greater mixing indoors in winter and fewer  
pandemic controls). The net effect of these changes 
is likely to continue to generate a succession of 
pandemic waves. These waves will probably 
decline in size, unless we see major new SARS-
CoV-2 variants or sub-variants emerging.13

At a certain point, it will be more appropriate  
to describe COVID-19 as having moved from a 
pandemic to an endemic disease. A pandemic 
is “an epidemic occurring worldwide, or over a 
very wide area, crossing international boundaries 
and usually affecting a large number of people”.14 
COVID-19 is arguably still at that stage, partly 
because it is displaying unpredictable epidemic 
waves that have not become season-specific, as 
with influenza. Assuming it settles into a more 
stable and predictable pattern, then it would be 
best described as endemic, which is “the constant  
occurrence of a disease, disorder, or noxious  

infectious agent in a geographic area or population 
group”.14 Continuing, unexpectedly large jumps 
in SARS-CoV-2 virus evolution remind us to be  
cautious about considering the pandemic over.15

It is important to estimate the future impact 
of COVID-19, even when it becomes endemic, to 
guide an effective and proportionate response. 
For example:

• COVID-19 could result in around 13,900 
hospitalisations in 2023 (based on an 
average 268 hospitalisations per week for 
the first half of the year). 

• COVID-19 could cause around 1,090 deaths 
in 2023 (based on an average of 21 COVID-
attributed deaths per week for the first 
half of 2023). These measures may under-
estimate mortality since those who have 
had a COVID-19 infection appear to be at 
increased risk of subsequent death for at 
least 2 years, particularly for people with a 
severe acute infection.9,16,17

• The future health and societal burden from 
longer-term impacts of COVID-19 may be 
substantial if ongoing levels of transmission 
are sustained. Incidence and prevalence 
estimates of long COVID vary depending 
on study design and case definitions (see 
Appendix 1 for examples). Health conditions 
associated with COVID-19 infection range 
from mild and transient to life limiting, 
including increased mortality risk in the 
years following infection, as above.

• An increasing proportion of COVID-19 
infections are identified as reinfections 
(around half of new cases at the time of 
writing,18 although this figure is likely an 
under-estimate). The ongoing emergence 
of new Omicron subvariants means that 
some people are reinfected after short 
intervals (sometimes just a few months)19,20 
compared with other common pathogens 
(e.g., seasonal influenza, which typically 
symptomatically infects adults once or twice 
a decade,21 although asymptomatic infection 
is likely to be more frequent22). Each COVID-
19 infection carries some risk of serious 
illness and death,23 but it is currently hard to 
quantify the extent to which the protective 
effects of vaccination and prior exposure24,25 
will be offset by an increase in cumulative 
risk after multiple infections.23
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Responding to the pandemic
The following are key areas where New  

Zealand can act to reduce the health impact of 
COVID-19 and other respiratory infections and 
increase its health security in the face of future 
pandemic threats (Table 1). We propose that the 
response should continue to be shaped by key 
principles, notably: science-informed strategic  
leadership; a Te Tiriti and equity focus; use of 
the precautionary principle; and the need to  
create legacy benefits for our health system and 
other essential infrastructure.26 In addition, cost  
effectiveness needs to be a guiding consideration 
as resources applied to COVID-19 responses need 
to be justified in relation to other competing 
uses.27

Choosing an optimal and equitable 
response strategy

New Zealand has delivered one of the world’s 
most strategic COVID-19 pandemic responses, 
taking an elimination strategy from March 
202028 (closely related to an exclusion strategy, as  
practiced by many Pacific Island states, which 
is even more effective as it avoids the need for 
elimination measures29). It then transitioned to 

suppression in December 2021,26 followed by  
mitigation from February 2022 onwards30 (Figure 
1 and Appendix 2). Elimination is currently not  
feasible with available and acceptable interven-
tions, so the decision is about the optimal level 
of control, from suppression to mitigation to no  
strategic response.29

We consider the impact of COVID-19 justifies 
a continuing mitigation strategy to reduce its  
burden on health and the healthcare system. 
That means using a combination of vaccination 
and public health and social measures to reduce 
these impacts (described as “vaccines plus”31). 
This approach has been supported by both the 
Lancet COVID-19 Commission and a major global  
consensus paper on the pandemic.32,33

Equity needs to be at the heart of any response 
to endemic and pandemic infectious diseases, 
with strong Māori leadership at all levels in  
decision making and delivery. Providing such  
protection is a Te Tiriti obligation and is  
supported by the significantly higher burden 
of both disease and social consequences of the 
pandemic faced by Māori and Pacific Peoples. 
Fortunately, Te Aka Whai Ora (the Māori Health 
Authority) is well placed to provide leadership 
nationally. Similar engagement is needed at all 
levels of service delivery.34

Figure 1: Reported COVID-19 cases in New Zealand (A) and changing COVID-19 pandemic responses strategies (B) 
during the pandemic. Data source: Ministry of Health (MoH).4 The key dates for these strategies are described in 
Appendix 2.
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Developing and implementing an 
integrated respiratory infection strategy 
to reduce disease burden  

As COVID-19 transitions to becoming endemic, 
some argue that it should be treated more like 
other infectious diseases. We propose the converse  
approach of treating other serious respiratory 
infections such as influenza and respiratory  
syncytial virus (RSV) more like COVID-19. This 
is the argument for exploring an integrated  
respiratory infection control strategy that builds 
on the co-benefits and efficiencies of preventing 
multiple infections, along with a strong emphasis 
on equity.35

In the past, the annual toll from influenza of 
around 500 deaths and its substantive impact on 
our hospital system has been tolerated.36,37 Yet 
influenza largely disappeared during the first 2 
years of the pandemic.38 This finding shows the 
disease burden of influenza is not inevitable and 
that public health measures can alter the annual 
epidemic patterns.38 We need to identify the most 
effective and cost-effective mix of respiratory  
protections that lower the burden of multiple 
respiratory diseases.39,40

Elements of such a strategy could include: 
enabling self-isolation for those with respiratory  
infections;41 good indoor ventilation and air  
filtration, which can reduce the risk of respiratory 
infection42,43 as well as improve concentration at 
school and increase worker productivity;44 mask 
use in high-risk indoor environments such as 
healthcare facilities and public transport, where 
ventilation is typically poor;45,46,47 and systematic  
approaches to reducing transmission in key 
indoor environments such as schools.48 However,  
the New Zealand Government has recently  
terminated the COVID-19 Leave Support Scheme 
and lifted the face mask requirement for visitors 
to healthcare settings.2

Achieving and maintaining high and 
equitable vaccine coverage for all at-risk 
groups 

Vaccination has been a key intervention that 
has reduced the health impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic in New Zealand and globally.49 The 
elimination strategy delayed widespread trans-
mission of COVID-19 in New Zealand for almost 
2 years, providing time for international vaccine  
development and achieving high vaccination 
coverage, giving a beneficial level of population 
immunity before most people had been exposed 
to the virus.

Future vaccination policy needs to be 
considered across all vaccine-preventable 
respiratory illnesses and evolve as vaccine for-
mulations and ability to deliver to populations  
continue to improve. Complicating factors for 
COVID-19 vaccines are continuing viral evolution 
and the short duration of protective immunity 
both post-infection and post-vaccination. Current  
COVID-19 vaccines have limited and short  
duration of immunity to asymptomatic infection 
and mild disease and therefore have little effect 
on reduction of community spread. Consequently,  
they are most effective as individual-level  
protection against severe disease, particularly for 
those at highest risk. The new bivalent booster 
containing an Omicron component has provided 
increased protection against serious illness and 
death during the current stage of the pandemic,  
compared with protection provided by the  
monovalent vaccine.50,51

Vaccine design is continuing to advance, to 
improve strain matching, duration of immunity 
and effectiveness. There is good progress towards 
universal pan-coronavirus52,53 and influenza  
vaccines54 to overcome the challenges of evolving 
strains. RSV is expected to be the next respiratory 
vaccine-preventable disease. The United States 
(US) FDA has recently approved an RSV vaccine 
for individuals 60 years and above.55 Vaccines and 
long-acting passive immunisation approaches 
in pregnancy and infancy are also very close to 
international market approval.56

Technological advances in vaccinology are also 
likely to support vaccination uptake and equity. 
Combination vaccines for Covid-19 and influenza  
are expected on the market within the next 2 
years, which should improve cost effectiveness, 
ease of delivery and uptake. Future combinations 
will probably include an RSV vaccine as well. 
Improved delivery mechanisms, such as intra-
nasal and intradermal, have the potential to 
improve immunisation uptake and help manage 
the neglected barrier of needle phobia.57

Regardless of the optimal vaccine, there are 
still delivery challenges, with a relatively low 
uptake of boosters (with only 53% of the eligible 
50+ age group having received a second booster, 
although rising to 70% for 65 years plus).58 There 
are a range of factors that impact uptake, such 
as fatigue with the sustained COVID-19 response, 
the level of promotion by health authorities, 
accessibility of health services in the community, 
vaccine hesitancy and anti-vaccination views 
that are fuelled by mis/disinformation.59 
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It is important to acknowledge that serious 
adverse effects can occur following any vaccination 
but are rare (myocarditis and pericarditis are rare 
side effects of mRNA vaccines, for example60). At 
a population level, New Zealand surveillance data 
provide no evidence that COVID-19 vaccination is  
causing excess mortality.61 The period of highest 
COVID-19 vaccination was in 2021 (Figure 8), which 
corresponded with low excess mortality (Figure 
7). The period of increased excess mortality in 
2022 corresponded with widespread COVID-19  
infection, which appears to explain the majority 
of excess deaths.62

Enhancing health services to manage 
respiratory infections 

The COVID-19 response has resulted in multiple 
changes to the operation of the healthcare system in 
New Zealand. These adaptations include increased 
use of telemedicine,63 electronic prescribing,64  
separating respiratory illness from non-respiratory  
in primary care presentation, regular mask 
wearing for frontline services and delivery of  
testing and vaccination by a wider range of health-
care professionals including pharmacists. One 
area that needs particular focus is optimising 
effective and equitable delivery of key preventive  
care. A good example is antivirals such as Paxlovid, 
which can improve disease outcomes but only if 
delivered early in an infection.65 Other therapeu-
tics are likely to become increasingly useful in the 
future for managing viral respiratory infections.

Understanding of infection prevention and 
control measures has improved in all healthcare 
settings. These changes need systematic assess-
ment and guideline development so that valuable  
and cost-effective changes are retained, e.g.,  
prevention of airborne transmission.66

Improving effective public 
communication about respiratory 
infections 

The pandemic has illustrated the value of  
effective communication during a public health 
crisis. But it also highlighted the challenges of 
effective risk communication and sustaining key 
behaviour changes. An important advance is to 
have consistent ways of communicating the risk 
of seasonal and pandemic respiratory infections. 
As such, an updated and more equitable version 
of an alert level system should be considered.67 

This is also an opportunity to address wider 
communication goals of promoting pro-social 
behaviour32 (which is particularly important for  

managing an infectious disease transmitted 
between people) and managing mis/disinformation.68  
Effective engagement with the multiple New 
Zealand communities is critical throughout the 
response.

Improving surveillance and research to 
inform our response

COVID-19 has demonstrated the importance 
of high-quality, comprehensive disease surveil-
lance for managing a pandemic. Emerging  
surveillance tools such as genomic surveillance 
havetransformed outbreak investigations and  
situational awareness,69–74 as has wastewater 
testing.75 However,  there are important gaps in 
information. It is now time for a comprehensive, 
effective and sustainable surveillance system  
for COVID-19, influenza and other important  
respiratory pathogens.35

Point-of-care testing and self-reporting of illness  
are likely to remain useful ways of measuring  
disease rates in the community. The value of such 
surveillance could be enhanced by integrating it 
better with high-quality sentinel surveillance for 
respiratory infections.76 This approach could build 
on successful community-based models such as 
the SHIVERS/WellKiwis cohort study.77 This need 
has become more critical with the proposed 
COVID-19 infection prevalence surveys no longer 
going ahead.78

There are multiple important research questions 
where knowledge is critically important to guide 
the COVID-19 response. Key examples include the 
need to accurately monitor the prevalence of long 
COVID resulting from repeated infections, and the 
cost effectiveness of measures to improve indoor 
air quality. It will also be important to identify 
ways of sustaining high and equitable levels of 
vaccination coverage as well as public support 
for respiratory control measures. New Zealand 
clinical researchers should also be supported to 
continue their important contributions to inter-
national collaborative research programmes.79

Improving pandemic preparedness 
nationally and internationally

 Preventing the next pandemic will need to be a 
major focus as there are multiple infectious agents 
with pandemic potential.80 Avian influenza is an 
increasing concern at present.81 A major focus of 
the Royal Commission of Inquiry into COVID-19 is 
to identify how New Zealand can better prepare 
for future pandemics.82 This approach will require 
a far more adaptable response framework than 
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the current pandemic plan that is still focussed 
on pandemic influenza.83 It will be important to 
ensure this strategy is sustained, updated and 
resourced during inter-pandemic periods. The 
Government recently announced funding for a 
new Pandemic Research and Response Institute, 
which could increase local capacity.84

It is also crucial to support international  
initiatives (both regional and global) to strengthen 
capacity for early detection and control of  
pandemic threats, and more equitable delivery of 
key interventions such as vaccines.85,86 The Inter-
national Health Regulations are being amended 
at present, which should provide an opportunity 
to strengthen the response to emerging pandemic 
threats. In our view, the greatest lesson from 
COVID-19 is that elimination (or ideally exclusion)  
should be the default first choice for future  
pandemics of sufficient severity.29,87 If rapid  
elimination at source or immediately after arrival 
in a new country is not possible, then at least  
suppression of spread may provide time to 
develop effective vaccines and optimise other  
prevention and control measures.

New Zealand data summarised here show 
that the elimination strategy not only resulted in 
low cumulative excess mortality (Figure 7), but 
also required less stringent controls during the  
pandemic compared with other high-income  
countries (Figures 9, 10). Although the 2020–2021 
period with the strongest pandemic controls 
(greatest stringency) was very difficult for many 
New Zealanders, it was, reassuringly, a period of  
consistently low excess mortality.62 Nevertheless,  
further research is needed to assess potential  
longer-term effects of both the pandemic and 
response.

Conclusions
The New Zealand COVID-19 pandemic response 

has been among the world’s most effective, 
based on key public health metrics such as low  
cumulative excess mortality. During 2020 and 
2021 when control measures were most stringent 
and vaccination was at its highest, excess mortality  
declined. Mortality only increased in 2022 in  
association with widespread circulation of 
COVID-19 for the first time. The elimination  
strategy meant that the stringency of control 
measures was also less than those used by other 
high-income countries that used suppression/ 
mitigation approaches to COVID-19.

The high infection and reinfection rates in 2023 
from this pandemic have ongoing substantial 
impacts on health and wellbeing and health equity 
in New Zealand. Because the disease burden 
remains large, a continuing mitigation strategy 
is justified. Adoption of an integrated respiratory  
infectious disease surveillance and control  
strategy covering influenza, RSV and other 
important respiratory pathogens would be a  
valuable legacy of the pandemic.

There is also an opportunity to improve New 
Zealand’s health security by supporting the 
Royal Commission of Inquiry to identify a highly  
effective pandemic strategy for this country, and 
by contributing to global and regional efforts to 
improve pandemic preparedness. Implementing  
and sustaining these health security measures 
will be critically important given persisting  
concerns of future pandemics from either natural 
or engineered pathogens.88
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Table 1: Summary of key measures to manage the ongoing threat from COVID-19 and other pandemic diseases, and 
to improve public health, equity and health security.

Broad area Key measures

1. Choose and articulate an 
optimal and equitable 
response strategy.

Continue an explicit mitigation strategy to minimise the health impact of ongoing 
COVID-19 transmission. 

This strategic setting should be reviewed periodically based on new knowledge 
about the health impacts of COVID-19 and the availability of improved  
interventions (notably vaccines that can interrupt transmission, which could make 
suppression or even elimination of infection feasible).

Ensure appropriate resourcing of Māori leadership (Te Aka Whai Ora) and service 
delivery by Māori providers. Also ensure continued Pacific community and provider 
engagement and participation.

2. Develop and implement 
an integrated respiratory 
infection strategy to 
reduce disease burden.

Maintain or improve clear self-isolation guidelines for COVID-19, with the support 
measures needed to make them effective (e.g., access to testing, sick leave  
entitlements and test-to-release guidelines). 

Consider extending these measures to other serious respiratory infections—albeit 
with further evaluation of the public acceptability and potential improvements in 
support from government agencies and the role of mandates for reinforcing such 
behaviours.

Improve indoor air quality in public settings and evaluate the effectiveness and 
cost effectiveness of different options.

Maintain mask use in high-risk indoor environments such as healthcare settings 
and explore the advantages and disadvantages of mandating masks in public 
transport settings, particularly over winter.

Implement strategies to limit transmission in key shared environments like schools 
and ensure that resources are in place to protect students’ access to education at 
times of expected high transmission. 

3. Achieve and maintain 
high and equitable 
vaccine coverage for all 
at-risk groups.

Continue to refine the COVID-19 vaccination schedule based on best international 
evidence. Evolve the strategy depending on the type and action of each COVID-19 
vaccine. 

Combine the focus on COVID-19 with other national schedule vaccines, particularly 
with influenza vaccination delivery strategies.

Increase the focus on equitable vaccination uptake, and community trust and  
engagement. Continue measures to achieve high and equitable vaccination 
coverage and evaluate the most effective and cost-effective vaccination promotion 
interventions.
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Table 1 (continued): Summary of key measures to manage the ongoing threat from COVID-19 and other pandemic 
diseases, and to improve public health, equity and health security.

Broad area Key measures

4. Enhance health services 
capacity to manage 
respiratory infections.

Build on new models for primary healthcare delivery to improve access to essential 
care, such as telemedicine and provision of testing and vaccination by a wider 
range of healthcare professionals including pharmacists.

Review and enhance delivery of essential respiratory infection management tools 
such as antivirals.

Review services for optimal management in secondary/tertiary care, and in the 
community post-discharge to identify improved models of practice for pandemic 
and endemic respiratory infections.

Continue to develop and enhance infection protection and control services and 
systems throughout the healthcare system, notably separating respiratory illness 
from non-respiratory in primary care presentation, ensuring adequate indoor 
ventilation and regular mask wearing for frontline services.

5. Improve public  
communication about 
respiratory infections.

Establish an effective alert system to communicate public health risk of endemic 
and pandemic respiratory infections.

Address wider communication goals of managing mis/disinformation and  
promoting pro-sociality.

6. Improve surveillance 
and research to inform 
our response. 

Build an effective national surveillance infrastructure to support management of 
endemic and pandemic respiratory infections using an optimal mix of integrated 
methods (including epidemiological, microbiological, genomics, informatics, 
mathematical modelling, social media information, multiple community  
narratives) with capacity to be quickly scaled up when needed to support a  
pandemic response.

Develop a research agenda to fill key gaps in knowledge about COVID-19 and its 
management, including better estimates of the current and future health impact 
of long COVID, selection of cost-effective interventions and identifying ways of 
improving the equity and sustainability of the response to respiratory infections. It 
would also be useful to build on successful international collaborative clinical and 
other research that has accelerated in response to the pandemic.

7. Improve pandemic 
preparedness nationally 
and internationally.

Actively support the Royal Commission to identify a highly effective pandemic 
strategy for New Zealand that is flexible enough to respond to a range of potential 
pandemic threats beyond the current focus on pandemic influenza. Ongoing  
scrutiny will be needed to ensure this strategy is sustained, revised and resourced.

Actively support international efforts to strengthen WHO to deliver a more  
proactive global response to prevent future pandemics and manage them  
effectively.

Work with Australia, South Pacific Island nations and South East Asian nations  
to strengthen regional pandemic control measures and infectious disease  
surveillance in general.
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Appendix 1: COVID-19 surveillance 
and epidemiology in New Zealand

Aotearoa New Zealand has a COVID-19  
surveillance strategy, with multiple surveillance 
systems operated by Manatū Hauora – Ministry  
of Health (MoH), Te Whatu Ora – Health New  
Zealand and the Institute for Environmental  
Science and Research (ESR).89 These systems  
provide data on different categories of COVID-19 
infection and a range of other key measures such 
as vaccination coverage. Results are presented on 
the Te Whatu Ora – Health New Zealand website.18

Here we present an analysis of COVID-19  
surveillance data starting from 2020 up to the 
time of writing in mid-2023. The data for this  
analysis were obtained from the MoH4 and ESR.90 
All data were extracted on 3 July 2023.

COVID-19 cases in the community
COVID-19 is a notifiable condition for diagnosing  

doctors, with cases confirmed by laboratory-based 
PCR testing or self-reported rapid antigen tests 
(RATs).91 Since early 2022 members of the public 
have had widespread free access to RAT kits for 
testing themselves and people they are caring for. 
They have been required to report positive test 
results online.92 

Case numbers remained relatively low during 

the elimination and suppression stages of the pan-
demic response but increased markedly following 
widespread transmission of the Omicron variant 
from February 2022 onwards (Figure 2). After 
January 2023, self-reported cases reached their  
lowest 7-day moving average of 1,132 per day on 
11 February 2023. The numbers subsequently 
rose, reaching a moving average of 2,143 per day 
on 17 April 2023 before decreasing again as part 
of New Zealand’s fourth pandemic wave.

COVID-19 hospitalisations and ICU 
admissions 

 Hospitals report diagnosed COVID-19 cases to 
the MoH, including admissions to intensive care 
units (ICUs). There is an international system for 
coding COVID-19 cases.93

During 2023, new weekly admissions increased 
from 132 for the week ending 19 February to a 
peak of 343 for the week ending 23 April 2023 
before declining slowly (Figure 3).

COVID-19 deaths 
Deaths linked to COVID-19 are reviewed by  

coding staff in the MoH who distinguish those 
that are attributed deaths (where COVID-19 was  
considered the underlying or contributing cause 
of death), and those that are unrelated cases, 
which are removed.94 The MoH also reports all 

Figure 2: COVID-19 cases in New Zealand, 7-day moving average of daily cases, from January 2020 to June 2023. 
Source: MoH.4
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Figure 3: COVID-19 hospitalisations in New Zealand, weekly total, from January 2020 to June 2023. Source: MoH.4

Figure 4: COVID-19 deaths in New Zealand, weekly total, from January 2020 to June 2023. Source: MoH.4
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deaths within 28 days of COVID-19 infection as a 
separate category. The COVID-attributed measure 
may under-estimate mortality, which is substan-
tially raised for at least 2 years following COVID-
19 infection, particularly for people reporting 
long COVID.9,16,17

In the second quarter of 2023, deaths attributable  
to COVID-19 appeared to peak at 33 for the week 
ending 7 May 2023. Deaths within 28 days of being 
reported as a case appeared to reach a peak of 60 
deaths that week (Figure 4).

Wastewater testing for COVID-19
 Specimens are collected from sewerage  

systems at sites across New Zealand and tested 
for SARS-CoV-2 RNA.75 These data are presented 
on the ESR Wastewater Surveillance Dashboard.95 
Wastewater sites are selected based on several 
factors including population and geographic  
coverage. New sites may be added over time and/
or sampling may reduce in frequency or cease for 
other sites.

Results of wastewater testing showed a similar 
series of four pandemic waves during the 2022–
2023 period that corresponded to waves of infection 
detected through other forms of surveillance. These 
testing results are likely to provide a relatively 
consistent indicator of COVID-19 infection levels 
in the community as they do not depend on levels 
of testing and reporting by members of the public.

During 2023, this testing showed a rise in SARS-

CoV-2 RNA levels in wastewater from a low point 
of 1.5 million genome copies per person per day 
on 5 February 2023 to 4.4 million genome copies  
per person per day on 16 April 2023 before a 
decline in detections (Figure 5).

Genomic surveillance of COVID-19 
Specimens obtained from cases and from 

wastewater undergo whole genome sequencing 
and analysis.69 Results are regularly updated on 
the ESR COVID-19 Genomics Insights Dashboard 
(CGID) (Figure 6).3

These data show that initially there was 
a series of dominant Omicron subvariants  
associated with each wave of infection—notably 
BA.1/BA.2 with the first wave in 2022, and BA.4/
BA.5 with the second wave. More recently the 
pattern has been characterised as a “swarm” or 
“soup” of multiple subvariants.96 New Zealand 
had a mix of BA.2.75, BA.5, CH.1.1 and BQ.1.1 
subvariants associated with the third wave in 
late 2022. The most recent (fourth) wave in 2023 
coincided with a rise in XBB subvariants, which 
became dominant in human cases and waste- 
water samples.3,97 These subvariants had also 
been associated with waves of infection overseas,  
notably in Singapore.98

Excess mortality 
New Zealand sustained low excess mortality 

through the first 2 years of the pandemic until 

Figure 5: COVID-19 wastewater detections and new cases in New Zealand, by day, from January 2020 (cases) and 
June 2021 (wastewater) to June 2023. Sources: ESR,90 MoH.4
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COVID-19 circulated widely in 2022.62 Several 
organisations including WHO,100 The Economist 
magazine101 and Our World in Data (OWD)102 
have generated excess mortality estimates. These  
estimates use similar approaches of comparing 
total mortality since the start of the pandemic 
(January 2020) with “expected mortality” based 
on the pattern of the preceding years (OWD uses 
the preceding 5 years, 2015–2019103). The OWD site 
shows New Zealand is one of only four remaining  

countries globally that are estimated to have 
excess mortality close to zero at the time of writing  
(Figure 7). The other jurisdictions (Luxembourg, 
Antigua and Barbuda, and Seychelles) all have 
small populations (<0.7 million). The COVID-19 
pandemic appears to be driving an increase in 
overall mortality in many countries, including  
in younger age groups,104 but these totals do not 
distinguish between impacts of the infection 
itself and other factors such as reduced access 

Figure 6: COVID-19 variants and subvariants isolated in New Zealand (including from Managed Isolation and  
Quarantine at the border), by day, February 2020 to June 2023. Source: ESR.99

Figure 7: Cumulative excess mortality, expressed as deaths per million people from all causes compared to  
projected numbers based on previous years, for New Zealand and a selection of other high-income jurisdictions  
up to June 2023. Source: OWD.102
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to healthcare or suppression of other infectious  
diseases such as influenza. 

If New Zealand (resident population 5.185  
million in 2022) had experienced the cumulative 
excess mortality of the US (3,739.3 per million) 
then we would have had around 19,390 excess 
deaths up to the end of June 2023. With the United 
Kingdom (UK) excess mortality (3,164.8 per  
million), we would have had around 16,410 excess 
deaths, or using the experience of Sweden (1,436.3 
per million) we would have had 7,450 excess 
deaths. New Zealand’s excess was varying around 
zero in mid-2023 (122 at the time of writing).

Globally, COVID-19 is likely to have been the 
third leading cause of death in the world for the 
last 3 years (2020–2022).105 

Longer-term effects of COVID-19 on 
population health

COVID-19 is a multi-organ disease with mecha-
nisms of effect that include immune dysregulation, 
autoimmunity, abnormal neurological signalling 
and damage to small blood vessels (endothelial  
dysfunction) causing microclots.106,107,108 Endothelial  
dysfunction is considered to be the central under-
lying mechanism of acute- and post-acute COVID-
19 disease.109

These cell- and tissue-level impacts may manifest  
as a post-acute viral syndrome (syndromic long 
COVID)110 similar to that caused by a range of other 
infections.107,111 Alternatively, health impacts may 
follow a more organ-specific pattern, presenting 
as heart attacks, new-onset diabetes including type 
1 diabetes in children, decreased lung function,  
cognitive dysfunction and others.106,112–115 These 
types of health conditions do not appear to differ  
markedly from variant to variant, but the risk is 
lower in Omicron infections compared with earlier  
variants and there is evidence of a protective 
effect of vaccination.116 Robust evidence of the 
effect of multiple Omicron reinfections is not yet 
available.

There appears to be a wide overlap between 
syndromic and non-syndromic presentations, 
with over 200 symptoms described to date. 
Because only a little over 3 years of observation  
time of this virus is possible, we can expect that 
different types of longer-term impacts may resolve 
or emerge in future. For example, there are  
arguments both for and against a role for COVID-
19 in causing or exacerbating cancers.117 

In this paper we use the term “long COVID” 
to cover all sequelae of COVID-19 infection. This 
term includes the alternative names of post-

COVID conditions, long-haul COVID, post-acute 
COVID-19, long-term effects of COVID, chronic 
COVID and post-acute sequelae of SARS CoV-2 
infection (PASC).

Estimating the incidence and prevalence 
of long COVID in populations is challenging.  
Studies of syndromic long COVID (i.e., reported 
symptoms) following infection include the  
following recent examples that show the wide 
range of findings from different study designs and 
measurement approaches. Each of the following 
cohort designs has potential to both under- and 
over-estimate the incidence.

• The WHO’s current (2023) estimate is that 
10–20% of people experience health effects 
that persist or manifest themselves more 
than 3 months after recovery from the initial 
episode; this estimate has not been updated 
for more recent variants.8

• The UK’s Office for National Statistics (ONS) 
estimates that 2.4–4% of adults and 0.6–1% 
of children report having long COVID 12–20 
weeks after infection (and 1.6–2.8% of adults 
and 0.4–0.6% of children reported having 
“limited daily activities”).118 The ONS survey 
is high quality, and the sampling frame and 
design are extremely robust. There are some 
measurement aspects (e.g., the timing and 
questionnaire) in the above estimate that 
may under-count long COVID.

• The Long COVID in Children and Young 
People (CloCK) study’s most recent estimate 
for 11–17-year-olds (Omicron; prospective 
test-negative design; n=886; 5.9% survey 
response rate) was 12.1% of respondents 
(first positives), 16.1% (reinfected) and 
4.8% (always tested negative) at both 3- and 
6-months post-test. The analysis did not 
show a significant difference in prevalence 
of long COVID symptoms between first 
infections and reinfections.119

• The most recent estimate for adults 
from the National Institutes of Health’s 
Researching COVID to Enhance Recovery 
(RECOVER) Initiative was that 10% (95% 
confidence interval [CI], 8.8–11%) of 
study participants were PASC-positive at 
6 months (prospectively measured) based 
on a composite score of a small number of 
selected symptoms that aimed to optimise 
sensitivity and specificity. The authors 
reported that “among participants with a 
first infection during the Omicron era, PASC 
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frequency was higher among those with 
recurrent infections” and they reported 
a “modest reduction” in PASC among 
vaccinated participants compared with 
unvaccinated.120

• The US Census Bureau (Household Pulse 
Survey; April/May 2023) estimates that 5.6% 
(95% CI, 5.3–5.9) of all adults are currently 
experiencing long COVID.121

• In a 2021 New Zealand survey, 22% of 
respondents who had had a confirmed 
COVID-19 infection reported symptoms of 
long COVID.11 This study had a 12% response 
rate and recruited participants who tested 
positive before December 2021, so these 
results reflect pre-Omicron variants and, in 
some cases, pre-vaccination infections.

Even at the lowest end of the prevalence range 
listed here, the impact of COVID-19 on long-term 
public health is highly concerning. A major reason 
is that population exposure is high, and continuing, 
resulting in infections and reinfections that will  
ultimately be experienced by most people. The long-
term trajectory of this disease burden is very hard to 
predict given the multiple unknown factors. But the 
precautionary principle suggests we should take 
a cautious approach and assume the long-term 
health impact is at least as high as the mid-range 
estimates are suggesting and respond accordingly, 
at least until we have high-quality evidence to the 
contrary.

Therapeutic strategies to prevent and treat long 
COVID are an active area of research. A recently 
reported randomised controlled trial tested  
outpatient treatment options in a cohort of adults 
with overweight or obesity.122 Randomisation  
took place between 30 December 2020 and 28  
January 2022 with a 10-month follow-up. Only 
one treatment, metformin, showed a significant  
improvement over placebo in cumulative  
incidence of long COVID at day 300. The incidence  
of long COVID was 6.3% (95% CI, 4.2–8.2) in  
participants who received metformin and 10.4%  
(7.8–12.9) in those who received identical  
metformin placebo (hazard ratio [HR], 0.59; 95% 
CI, 0.39–0.89; p=0.012). Among the vaccinated  
subgroup, incidence was 6.1% and 7.2% respectively  
in the treatment and control groups (HR, 0.85; 95% 
CI, 0.46–1.57). This finding also provides additional 
therapeutic validation of long COVID as a clinical 
condition to add to the symptom data reported 
by those living with long COVID123 and the large  
literature reporting radiological and immuno-

pathological evidence of end-organ damage.108

Vaccination surveillance
The systems for surveillance of key aspects of 

vaccination include vaccine coverage surveillance 
conducted by the MoH58 and vaccine adverse 
event surveillance conducted by MedSafe.61

Vaccination coverage data provide multiple 
measures of the time distribution of vaccination 
doses (Figure 8) and who is receiving vaccines, 
including breakdowns by place and person (age, 
ethnicity).58

Adverse event surveillance also includes  
multiple measures of vaccine safety. For example,  
it shows that the risk of sudden death in the 21 
days following receipt of the main COVID-19  
vaccine used in New Zealand (the Pfizer/BioNTech 
mRNA vaccine Comirnaty) is reduced to about half 
of the expected background rate.61 This reduction 
is likely due to a healthy vaccinee effect where 
healthy people are preferentially vaccinated  
compared with those who are unwell with  
comorbidities. Serious adverse events are rare 
following vaccination. Of the deaths that occurred 
following administration of the Pfizer vaccine up 
to 30 November 2022, two were determined by 
the coroner to be due to myocarditis, of which one 
was likely vaccine-induced myocarditis and for 
one a link to the vaccine could not be excluded.61 
A total of around 11.9 million doses were given 
during this time.61

Other forms of COVID-19 surveillance 
There are multiple additional forms of surveil-

lance that have been used to better understand 
the COVID-19 pandemic and response. Some  
surveillance makes use of existing data gathering 
processes such as use of Google Global Mobility 
data.124 Other surveillance is specifically designed 
to gather data on COVID-19. An example is 
behavioural risk factor surveillance conducted by 
the MoH.125

Stringency of COVID-19 restrictions in 
New Zealand

The OWD site also reports the level of COVID-19 
restrictions for jurisdiction across the globe. They 
use the Oxford Stringency Index, a composite based 
on nine measures (school closures; workplace  
closures; cancellation of public events; restrictions 
on public gatherings; closures of public transport; 
stay-at-home requirements; public information 
campaigns; restrictions on internal movements; 
and international travel controls). The index is 
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Figure 9: Level of COVID-19 restrictive policies during the pandemic in selected countries (22 January 2020 to 31  
December 2022). The Stringency Index is based on nine response indicators including school and workplace  
closures and travel bans. Source: OWD.102

Figure 8: Count of vaccinations administered by week from the COVID-19 Immunisation Register. Source: MoH.58
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scaled from 0–100, with higher values indicating 
a greater level of restrictions.126

Figures 9 and 10 and Appendix Table 1 show 
a comparison of New Zealand with three other 
countries (a full range of country comparisons  
can be generated on the OWD website). This com-
parison shows how New Zealand used restrictions,  
such as stay-at-home orders (lockdowns), for  
relatively short periods during the elimination 
phase to “stamp out” COVID-19 outbreaks before 
returning to periods with few restrictions except 
at borders. Then during the suppression phase, it 

used them for a sustained period at a less intense 
level to minimise the transmission of COVID-19, 
before using them at a lower intensity during the 
mitigation phase.

By comparison, countries such as the US, UK 
and Sweden used moderate to high levels of  
restrictions continuously for much of the first 18 
months of the pandemic to suppress transmission  
to minimise the health burden and avoid over-
whelming health services. The net effect was 
markedly less time living with restrictions (≥50 
stringency) in New Zealand during the first 2 

Appendix Table 1: Proportion of days per year spent above policy restriction thresholds (22 January 2020 to 31 
December 2022; 1,075 days total). Source: OWD.102

Country

Percentage of days each year spent below/above Stringency Index thresholds (%)

2020 2021 2022

<30 ≥30 ≥50 ≥70 <30 ≥30 ≥50 ≥70 <30 ≥30 ≥50 ≥70

New Zealand 59.4 40.6 21.2 17.4 57.0 43.0 40.3 29.6 72.1 27.9 14.2 0.0

Sweden 14.5 85.5 81.7 0.0 23.3 76.7 52.3 3.8 89.3 10.7 0.0 0.0

United  
Kingdom

16.2 83.8 82.6 37.1 0.0 100.0 54.5 27.7 87.7 12.3 0.0 0.0

United States 14.5 85.5 84.3 38.3 0.0 100.0 80.3 9.0 55.9 44.1 0.0 0.0

Figure 10: Median COVID-19 policy stringency for selected countries. Boxplots detail median, inter-quartile range, 
range and outliers (based on daily data, 22 January 2020 to 31 December 2022; 1,075 days total). Source: OWD.102
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years of the pandemic, particularly in 2020. All 
countries greatly reduced controls following 
arrival and spread of the Omicron variant in late 
2021 or early 2022.

Reassuringly for New Zealand, periods of  
relatively high stringency of pandemic controls 
in 2000 and 2001 were associated with negative  
excess mortality, i.e., low and decreasing mortality  
(Figure 7). Excess mortality increased in 2022 
corresponding to less stringent controls and 
high COVID-19 infection. This evidence suggests 
COVID-19 infection has been the main cause of an 
increase in excess mortality in 2022 rather than 
the effects of pandemic control measures and 
vaccination.62

Limitations of surveillance data 
All of the data presented here have important  

limitations. In general, disease surveillance  
systems have sensitivity that is less than 100%, 
so under-count cases. This is particularly the  
situation with systems that require an active 
reporting process, such testing and reporting  
of positive RAT results by members of the  
public. Systems based on well-recorded events, 
such as hospitalisations and deaths, are likely to 
be far more sensitive to COVID-19 but still have  
limitations because of requirements for clinical  
judgement, testing and accurate recording. Active 

surveillance based on wastewater testing is also 
likely to provide consistent measurement of the 
presence of COVID-19 infections in a community.

Similarly, it is difficult to estimate the future 
course of the pandemic as it transitions to being an 
endemic infection. As noted (under Future course 
of the pandemic), there are multiple contributing 
factors to these future epidemiological scenarios. 
The limitations of current surveillance data add 
further uncertainties.

International assessments depend on countries 
having at least a moderate degree of comparability 
of data collection and reporting. Measures like excess 
mortality may be more valid in some situations 
than routine reporting of specific outcomes, such as 
COVID-19 mortality. However, excess mortality is 
also an imperfect measure because it is sensitive  
to the estimated baseline, which is becoming 
increasingly difficult to reliably extrapolate from 
pre-pandemic trends, and it cannot distinguish  
between deaths that are directly related,  
indirectly related and unrelated to the pandemic. 
Composite indexes, such as the Oxford Stringency 
Index, inevitably involve simplification of the  
policy responses in different countries (particularly  
for countries with very heterogeneous response 
across jurisdictions such as the US) to provide a 
single measure that can be used for comparison 
purposes.
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Appendix 2: Timing of transitions 
through different COVID-19 
response strategies

Here we summarise when New Zealand  
transitioned through different pandemic response 
strategies, from elimination to mitigation. We  
provide a rationale for assigning a date for 
each transition based on when the strategy was 
implemented.

It is important to note the limitations of this 
process. Government officials did not necessarily 
use standard terms for describing disease control  
strategies, so we have to infer them from the 
description of the measures being used and 
their aims. Suppression and mitigation strategies 
are on a spectrum rather than having a precise  
definition. Also, the implementation of specific 
strategies often included multiple incremental 
steps. For these reasons, the transition dates are 
indicative rather than being precise.

Elimination strategy
The elimination strategy aims to reduce  

transmission of an infectious disease to zero for a 
defined geographic area and time period.28,87

The elimination strategy was effectively 
announced on 23 March 2020, with New Zealand 
placed on Alert Level 3 immediately and a proposal  
to move to Alert Level 4 at 11:59 pm on 25 March. 
Government leaders and officials did not use the 
term elimination until several weeks later, but 
there was a strong implication that the intent was 
to eliminate COVID-19 from New Zealand.

We have therefore set the start day of the  
elimination strategy as 26 March 2020.

The strategy achieved its aim of eliminating  
COVID-19 infection with the last case identified in 
early May and a move to Alert Level 1 on 8 June 
2020, effectively declaring the end of person- 
to-person transmission within New Zealand.127 
Elimination continued successfully across New 
Zealand, with occasional small outbreaks, until the 
Delta variant outbreak was detected in Auckland  
on 17 August 2021, with New Zealand being placed 
back on Alert Level 4. This outbreak proved  
difficult to eliminate in Auckland, necessitating a 
change in strategy.

Suppression strategy
The suppression strategy aims to reduce the 

transmission of an infectious disease and the 
consequences of infection to minimise its health 
burden.26,87

The transition from elimination to suppression  
was signalled on 4 October 2021 when the  
Government announced that the elimination  
strategy would be phased out.128 It would be 
replaced with the COVID-19 Protection Framework  
or “traffic lights” system.129 Implementation  
happened at 11:59 pm on 2 December 2021, when 
the Alert Level System was retired and the COVID-
19 Protection Framework was introduced.129

We have therefore set the start day for the  
suppression strategy as 3 December 2021.

The strategy achieved its aim of suppressing 
the Delta variant wave of infection in both size 
and geographic spread.30

Mitigation strategy
The mitigation strategy provides a lower level 

of disease reduction than suppression, with a  
particular aim of protecting the health system 
from being overwhelmed.87

The transition from suppression to mitigation  
was signalled on 26 January 2022 with the  
Government announcing its three-phase public 
health response to Omicron.130 The first phase 
articulated a suppression approach: “Phase One 
is where we are now, and we are doing what we 
have successfully done with Delta—taking a ‘stamp 
it out’ approach ... Our objective is to keep cases 
as low as possible for as long as possible to allow 
people to be boosted and children to be vaccinated 
without Omicron being widespread.” This phase 
retained PCR testing and a 14-day isolation period 
for cases. Phases Two and Three signalled a shift 
away from identifying all cases and attempting to 
interrupt transmission. Implementation of this 
shift in strategy occurred with the move to Phase 
Two of the Omicron response at 11:59 pm on 16 
February 2022.

We have therefore set the start day for the  
mitigation strategy as 17 February 2022. Other 
measures associated with elimination and  
suppression were removed after this date,  
notably a phased reduction in border controls.131

This change to mitigation was also a pragmatic 
response to the introduction and rapid spread 
of Omicron cases. The first case of community  
transmission of Omicron in New Zealand was 
reported on 18 January 2022. Cases accelerated 
from 28 January and steeply during February, 
with a peak of almost 24,000 reported cases on 8 
March. Arguably, the mitigation strategy achieved 
its aim, as the New Zealand healthcare system 
was stressed but not overwhelmed.
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Watch that bite: syncope versus seizure
Tony Zhang

Clinical details

A referral was received from the emergency 
department for review of a middle-aged 
woman who presented with several 

months of recurrent unwitnessed “blackouts”. 
Upon direct questioning, the patient admitted to 
occasionally waking up after these events with a 
sore tongue and the taste of blood in her mouth. 
In addition, she noticed the gradual development 
of a lump on her tongue with did not interfere 
with speech or swallowing. No collateral history 
was available at the time of presentation. Neuro-
logical exam was normal.

The clinical question was: syncope, vs seizure?
The following finding was discovered on exam-

ination of the tongue. 

Discussion
After the above observation, seizures were 

immediately suspected as the culprit of her 
recurrent blackouts. Subsequent investigations 
confirmed a diagnosis of epilepsy, and she was 
commenced on appropriate treatment for this. 
The conclusion was that repeated tongue biting in 
the context of seizures had resulted in formation  
of accessory tissue on the left lateral aspect of 
her tongue. The absence of acute bleeding at  
presentation and the presence of granulation  
tissue at the stalk suggested a more chronic  
process. As was the case here, it is important to 
acknowledge that not all patients may associate 
tongue biting as an important clue to the aetiology of 
their “blackouts” and therefore may not volunteer  
this information if not specifically asked.

Figure 1: This demonstrates accessory tongue tissue extruding from the left lateral side of the patient’s tongue via a 
granulated stalk. There was no evidence of acute bleeding.
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The presence of lateral tongue biting is strongly 
suggestive of a generalised tonic-clonic seizure, 
initially reported in 1995 to have a specificity 
of 99%.1 This was supported by a more recent  
systematic review in 2012 confirming lateral 
tongue biting to have a specificity of 100% when 
differentiating seizures from non-epileptic  
seizures, but a sensitivity of only 22%. Therefore,  
lateral tongue biting is a good “rule in” sign;  
however, the absence of this sign cannot be used 
to “rule out” seizures.2 One can also see tongue 

biting in syncope or non-epileptic seizures, but 
this is more often at the tip of the tongue.1–3 

Although this case represents an exaggerated 
example of a relatively common clinical sign, 
careful examination of the tongue should always 
be performed in instances of unexplained loss 
of consciousness. The presence of lateral tongue  
biting highly supports the diagnosis of seizures; 
however, all clinical signs need to be interpreted 
in the context of the patient as whole.
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Physician associates as a potential 
win for the Aotearoa New Zealand 
healthcare workforce 
Victoria Oberzil

abstract
A recent proposal by Manatū Hauora – Ministry of Health to regulate the physician associate (PA) profession has been put forth,  
coinciding with a much-lamented Aotearoa New Zealand healthcare workforce crisis. PAs are clinicians educated in the medical model 
who practise in dependent partnership with physicians. Introduction of PAs to the healthcare workforce is globally considered a success 
by multiple metrics. While important considerations to meet the needs of Aotearoa New Zealand should involve crucial stakeholders, 
adding PAs under the Health Practitioners Competence Assurance Act (HPCAA) should be considered as an evidence-based step towards 
alleviating the healthcare workforce crisis in Aotearoa New Zealand.

As of July 2023, a proposal to regulate the 
physician associate (PA) profession under 
the Health Practitioners Competence 

Assurance Act (HPCAA) has been put forth by 
Manatū Hauora – Ministry of Health.1

This proposal coincides with a much-lamented 
crisis in the Aotearoa New Zealand healthcare 
workforce as severe acute-on-chronic staffing 
issues plague both primary and secondary health 
sectors.2 Mental health and addiction care in 
Aotearoa New Zealand is particularly vulnerable,  
with a dire urgency to both retain existing  
tertiary educated workforce and add new  
qualified clinicians.3

PAs are licensed clinicians who practise across 
all specialties of medicine under physician  
supervision. PAs conduct physical examinations,  
diagnose and manage illnesses, order and  
interpret laboratory tests and imaging, counsel on  
preventive health care, assist in surgery and 
write prescriptions. While PAs practise primarily 
in the United States, 15 other countries utilise 
PAs including the United Kingdom, Canada and  
Germany. Because of their close relationships 
with physicians, PAs train in the medical model 
at the Master’s level, typically at an established 
medical school. Entrants to PA education typically  
have over 3,000 hours of hands-on patient care  
experience such as paramedic, surgical technician,  
nursing, or medical assistant. Most PA programmes 
are approximately 27 months (3 academic years) 
and include classroom instruction followed by 
2,000 hours of supervised practicum in the core  

disciplines of medicine. PAs work across all  
medical specialties in a complementary role to a 
supervising physician or group of physicians and 
share panels of patients to expand clinical work-
force. A key aspect to PA training is knowing the 
limits of their medical knowledge and to seek 
help when needed. Supervisory requirements for 
PAs typically vary by region; most American state 
laws dictate the physician must either be available 
on-site or by phone for consultation, and a small 
percentage of the PA’s charts are reviewed per year.

Adding qualified PAs to the Aotearoa 
New Zealand healthcare workforce under 
HPCAA could potentially reduce dual burdens  
of patients awaiting medical care and  
physicians struggling to meet their needs. A 
mixed-method study of PAs in 15 countries  
concluded “the utilisation of PAs, particularly 
in primary healthcare roles, increases access 
to services, is cost-beneficial, and shows a  
physician-equivalent quality of care”.4 Given their 
physician-dependent role, PAs are largely intro-
duced successfully into existing health systems as 
non-threatening to physician practice. PAs have 
been well studied to decrease acute care utilisation 
and hospital length-of-stay, improve patient safety 
and quality of care, increase access to services 
and may help decrease physician burnout.5 PAs 
frequently deliver care to populations that are 
traditionally under-served or rural.6 Patients are 
overall satisfied by PA care.5,7

While PAs are not a one-size-fits-all response to 
the Aotearoa New Zealand healthcare workforce  
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crisis, they can perhaps be part of the solution. 
A struggling mental health and addiction sector 
in Aotearoa New Zealand could certainly stand to 
benefit from an influx of experienced foreign PAs. 
In the United States, the National Commission on 
Certification of Physician Assistants (NCCPA) offers 
an optional specialty certification in psychiatry8 
and PAs play a crucial role in treating substance 
use disorders, particularly in rural locations.9

Introducing foreign-trained PAs to Aotearoa New 
Zealand’s workforce must be given rigorous over-
sight and input from all key stakeholders. Māori 
cultural competency education with guidance from 
Te Aka Whai Ora – Māori Health Authority would 
need to be incorporated into the PA licensure  
process. Supervisory regulations under HCPAA, 
particularly for rural locations, should be estab-
lished with input from both physician and PA 
organisations. Research on introduction of PAs in 
the United Kingdom notes that their lack of ability  
to prescribe and order radiographs limits their  
ability to ease primary and secondary care pressures 
if they are not able to fully utilise their skillset.10

Once structures and regulations are in place for 

foreign PAs to join Aotearoa New Zealand’s health-
care workforce, partnerships with existing PA  
programmes and organisations from overseas 
could be a means to introduce qualified clinicians. 
Rotations in under-served regions of Aotearoa 
New Zealand would introduce PA students until 
a local PA programme is established. A registry 
(such as through the New Zealand Physician Asso-
ciate Society) that lists interested PAs by medical  
specialty could be a means to link under-staffed 
clinics and hospitals with new, qualified clinicians.

While introducing foreign-trained PAs 
under HCPAA would also introduce new sets of  
concerns and considerations, deployment of PAs 
globally into the healthcare workforce is largely 
considered a success. Aotearoa New Zealand’s 
struggling healthcare workforce could certainly 
stand to benefit from an influx of well-educated 
clinicians as a means to improve access and equity 
of care for patients. Evidence supports the intro-
duction of PAs as beneficial to patients, physicians 
and healthcare systems worldwide, and Manatū 
Hauora – Ministry of Health would be wise to move  
forward with their proposed regulation.
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A review of 19 years of anaphylaxis 
cross-reactivity data to muscle 
relaxants in New Zealand
Zyllan P Spilsbury, Han Truong

Anaphylaxis is “a severe, potentially fatal, 
systemic allergic reaction that occurs  
suddenly after contact with an allergy 

causing substance”.1 A complex immunological  
response (usually involving immunoglobulin 
E [IgE] antibodies) results in the secretion of  
multiple, biologically active products that cause 
characteristic multisystem signs and symptoms.2 
Anaphylaxis remains a major cause of anaesthesia  
attributable death, with a reported mortality rate 
between 1% and 3.5%.3–5

The incidence of anaesthesia associated  
anaphylaxis varies between countries (1:1,250 to 
1:13,000).6 The National Audit Project data (UK) 
reports that neuromuscular blocking agents 
(NMBAs) are used in approximately 50% of  
anaesthetics and are the second most common 
trigger agent for anaphylaxis associated with 
anaesthesia after antibiotics.4

The quaternary ammonium epitope has a  
recurring presence throughout the different 
NMBA classes (suxamethonium, steroid and  
benzylisoquinolinium). This similarity predisposes 
NMBAs to significant cross-reactivity between the 
classes.

Our aim is to estimate the rates of cross-reactivity 
between the different NMBAs. 

Method
This is a minimal risk observational study 

and therefore did not require ethical approval. 
These data include consecutive patients with  
intradermal tests (IDT) data sent to New Zealand’s 
Centre for Adverse Reactions Monitoring (CARM) 
retrospective database for collation between  
February 2000 and June 2019. All the patients 
were diagnosed with NMBA anaphylaxis because 
of a suggestive clinical event and followed-up 
by an allergy testing service who adhere to the 
Australian and New Zealand Anaesthetic Allergy 
Group (ANZAAG) allergy testing guidelines. The 
referral data includes demographics, a clinically  

suspected trigger NMBA (as the trigger for  
anaphylaxis) and the positive results of IDT. We 
included all patients who received IDT for a 
NMBA panel, including a combination of steroid 
NMBAs (rocuronium, vecuronium, pancuronium),  
benzylisoquinolinium NMBAs (mivacurium and 
atracurium) and suxamethonium during their 
follow-up. A Fisher’s exact test was used to test 
for an association between the trigger NMBA and 
cross-reactivity (positive for the trigger and at 
least one other agent).

Results
Five hundred and one patients were referred 

to the CARM database between 2000 and 2019 
with a confirmed diagnosis of NMBA anaphylaxis. 
Forty-four patients were excluded for incomplete 
IDT data. Three patients were excluded because 
the NMBA is no longer relevant to modern  
practice (gallamine or alcuronium).

The number of patients included for cross- 
reactivity analysis was 454. The population 
included 343 female and 111 male patients. The 
median (IQR) age was 52 (37–64) years.

Of the 454 patients diagnosed with NMBA  
anaphylaxis, the number of events for each trigger  
NMBA was rocuronium (n=242), suxamethonium 
(n=143), atracurium (n=42), mivacurium (n=7), 
pancuronium (n=3) and vecuronium (n=17). 
One hundred and ninety-six patients (43.2%)  
demonstrated no cross-reactivity beyond the 
trigger NMBA. Thirty-two patients had a negative  
IDT for the trigger NMBA despite a clinical  
diagnosis of NMBA anaphylaxis, including: suxa-
methonium (n=9), rocuronium (n=17), atracurium  
(n=4), mivacurium (n=2). Twenty-five patients 
had negative cross-reactivity patterns, including 
being negative for the trigger NMBA.

There is a statistically significant association 
between the trigger agent and cross-reactivity 
(testing positive for the trigger and at least one 
other agent), p < .0001. Those with suxamethonium  
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Table 1: The positive intradermal cross-sensitivity testing results.

Cross reactivity; n(%) 

 Index NMBA (Events)
Negative skin 
test for index 
agent

No cross- 
reactivity

Suxamethonium Rocuronium Atracurium Vecuronium Mivacurium Pancuronium

Suxamethonium 143 9 (6.29) 94 (65.73) 134 (93.71%) 27 (18.88) 9 (6.29) 10 (6.99) 10 (6.99) 6 (4.20)

Rocuronium 242 17 (7.02) 79 (32.64) 107 (44.21%) 225 (92.98) 15 (6.20) 68 (28.10) 10 (4.13) 49 (20.25)

Atracurium 42 4 (9.52) 18 (42.86) 7 (16.67%) 9 (21.43) 38 (90.48) 2 (4.76) 17 (40.48) 0 (0)

Vecuronium 17 0 (0) 3 (17.65) 5 (29.41) 7 (41.18) 3 (17.65) 17 (100) 4 (23.53) 8 (47.06)

Mivacurium 7 2 (28.57) 1 (14.29) 1 (14.29%) 1 (14.29) 5 (71.43) 1 (14.29) 5 (71.43) 1 (14.29)

Pancuronium 3 0 (0) 1 (33.33) 1 (33.3%) 1 (33.33) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (33.33) 3 (100)

Total 454 32 196 255 270 70 98 47 67
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Figure 1: Rates of cross-reactivity for patients diagnosed with anaphylaxis according to triggering NMBA.

Figure 2: The common patterns of cross-reactivity seen on IDTs for NMBAs.
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as the trigger NMBA were significantly less likely 
to have cross-reactivity than those with rocuro-
nium or vecuronium as the trigger agent (p < .05).

The cumulative number of positive IDT  
reactions for each NMBA was rocuronium (n=270), 
suxamethonium (n=255), vecuronium (n=98),  
atracurium (n=70), pancuronium (n=67) and 
mivacurium (n=47).

Discussion 
These data are in keeping with the current 

evidence which suggests that suxamethonium 
and rocuronium are high-risk for isolated and 
cross-reactive anaphylaxis because one or both 
were positive on IDT in 85% (386/454) of patients 
in this population.7–9 Atracurium and mivacurium 
demonstrate high cross-reactivity, in keeping with 
their similar benzylisoquinolinium structure. 

Vecuronium as a trigger NMBA had the highest  
percentage cross-reactivity with other steroid 
NMBAs (88.2%) compared to rocuronium (48.8%) 
and pancuronium (33.3%). Although the total 
number of presentations as the trigger NMBA are 
low, vecuronium consistently appears to be more 
likely to cross react with other steroid NMBAs.8 It 
is possible that the mono-quaternary ammonium  
epitope and adjoining structures found on  
vecuronium act to sensitise IgE antibodies to a 
broad spectrum of molecules.

National estimates of usage for each NMBA to 
inform a true denominator for risk of anaphylaxis 
are unavailable. Our cross-reactivity data suggest 
a lower rate of cross-reactivity of atracurium 
compared with suxamethonium and rocuronium, 
which is in keeping with Reddy et al., who report 
a lower anaphylaxis rate and a higher exposure 

rate to atracurium compared to other NMBAs.7

The voluntary referral bias to the CARM data-
base limits the data’s accuracy as a numerator 
for anaphylaxis risk to NMDA. The database may 
be subject to referral bias because patients are 
referred to CARM without accompanying clinical 
notes to validate the diagnosis.

Predicting cross-reactivity based on trigger 
NMBA or class of NMBA is not a reliable way to 
inform NMBA selection in patients who have 
previously experienced anaphylaxis under 
anaesthesia. Any cases of suspected anaphylaxis 
under general anaesthesia should be referred 
for specialised allergy testing. ANZAAG provides  
an evidence-based approach to this process with 
guidelines for the follow-up and testing of suspected 
cases of anaesthesia associated anaphylaxis.10

Once an allergy to a NMBA is confirmed, it 
is often recommended that all NMBAs should 
be avoided in future due to some uncertainty 
with interpreting IDT results and variability in 
cross-sensitivity patterns. However, increasing 
experience with basophil activation tests and 
direct awake intravenous provocation testing of 
NMBA may soon enable the safe recommendation 
of a specific NMBA to use in patients that have 
experienced previous NMBA anaphylaxis.8,11

If NMBAs cannot be avoided following an 
anaphylaxis event, atracurium shows positive  
IDT results in only 15% (70/454) of the study  
population and therefore could be considered the 
most appropriate first line NMBA. Caution should 
be maintained for class effect cross-reactivity 
in the benzylisoquinolinium group. The risk of 
inducing anaphylaxis with NMBAs should be a 
consideration for all physicians caring for patients 
under general anaesthetic.
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Medical Spiritual Healing.
NZMJ, 1923

The attitude of the medical profession as a 
body toward the Hickson Spiritual Healing 
Mission has been set forth by Dr. J. Hardie 

Neil, President of the Auckland Division of the New 
Zealand Branch of the British Medical Association, 
and as Dr. Neil’s opinion coincides with our own 
and is a fair presentation of the views commonly 
held by the medical profession, we think it advisable 
and opportune to place this aspect of the question 
before our readers.

Auckland was particularly well served at the 
present time, Dr. Hardie Neil pointed out, by keen 
and honourable medical men, many of whom were 
possessed of academic qualifications which were 
the best obtainable in the English-speaking world. 
It was possible for a patient to obtain general and 
consultative opinions equal to those to be had in 
any other city of its size in the world. They had been 
assured, he said, that Mr. Hickson came “with clean 
hands and a pure heart,” and in certain cases of  
illness he was very likely to do good. For example, 
there were people who were mentally afflicted, 
and whose physical processes were thereby  
vitiated. In cases of that type, the healing mission 
would undoubtedly bring benefit. 

About 20 per cent. of those seeking medical 
advice had merely imaginary ills, based possibly on 
transient symptoms, and, after making a proper 
investigation, the medical practitioners sent them 
away with that assurance. Often those people 
were obsessed with the idea that they had some 
grave malady, and under that belief they became 
the prey of some of the quacks and charlatans 
who made up what might be called the “medical 
underworld.” Such people, if they attended the 
Hickson mission, would undoubtedly in many 
cases gain benefit from it. And they were not the 
only ones whom Mr. Hickson would probably 
benefit. 

There was a certain class of practitioner of the 
irregular type, Dr. Hardie Neil continued, who 
made use of machines which had a camouflage of 
electrical terms. It was on record that a lady under-
going that treatment with others had gratuitously 
mentioned that the most devout seemed to derive 
the greatest benefit. There they had another 
instance of the power of suggestion. 

The reason why the British Medical Association  
did not cooperate with the Spiritual Healing  
Mission, Dr. Hardie Neil said, was that they felt it 
would be obviously a fruitless effort. The medical 
profession would demand scientific investigation 
of a number of cases, and thus discredit would 
fall upon the mission. In the state of our present 
knowledge it could hardly be said that the mission’s  
operations could influence the general work of 
medical and surgical practice, except in those 
cases of physical vitiation following upon or  
associated with mental or nervous trouble.

The medical profession had never known an 
instance where spiritual healing, either by Mr. 
Hickson or any other spiritual healer, had effected 
a cure of malignant organic disease. But in cases of 
obsession as to as disease, rising from some slight 
ailment, Mr. Hickson, by giving ease to the mind 
through spiritual administration, might help the 
patient to become mentally normal. Thereafter 
he would be able to carry on with a minimum 
of discomfort in regard to the real ailment, and 
in time that disability itself might, by adaption, 
practically disappear. 

At the present time, said Dr. Hardie Neil, in the 
various hospitals in New Zealand the medical 
profession restored sight, gave hearing and pro-
longed life. That was regarded as purely routine 
work, and was not advertised, because it was a 
commonplace, and the profession expected such 
results to follow if ordinary modern methods were 
carried out. In those hospitals many gratifying 
results were accomplished. If Mr. Hickson were 
to bring to pass even one such good result, that 
fact would be broadcasted over the world. Such 
information as the medical profession now had 
in its possession showed that results such as were 
obtained by the ordinary methods of medical 
and surgical practice in organic disease were 
unobtainable by any other methods. 

There was one very important point to be 
remembered, and that was that early diagnosis 
would permit modern medicine and surgery to 
cope successfully with most of the known diseases. 
These were generally heralded by danger signals, 
which were easily recognised by trained observers, 
and preventative treatment could be instituted 
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with success. Most of the tragedies encountered in 
practice occurred in those cases where there had 
been delay in diagnosis, through ignorance in the 
appreciation of the portent of the early signs of 
the disease. No person should consult any healing 
mission until the case had been properly considered 
from a modern medical standpoint.

Hysteria was a condition implanted in the body 
by suggestion, and removed by the same means. 
The medical profession of the world claimed that 

hysteria was the basis of some of the marvellous 
cures reported from time to time as being the 
result of psychic influences. 

“The medical profession is not antagonistic to 
the healing mission, and certainly it in no way 
desired to be associated with those who wish to 
cast stones,” Dr. Hardie Neil concluded. “Rather 
would the profession express the hope that those 
placing themselves in Mr. Hickson’s hands will 
receive such benefits as are expedient for them.”


